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ft e 11 g i o u $.
PROBATION OF THE CHRISTIAN MINIS
TRY.

Four Discourses on the Probation of the
Christian Ministry, preached before the
University of Cambridge, England, by the
Rev. Thomas Dale, M. A. London, 1838.
Of Mr. Dale’s published sermons, the most
interesting, we think, are those preached be
fore the University of Cambridge, upon the
Probation for the Christian Ministry, practi
cally considered. Some of these it Was our
privilege to hear, and they left a strong and
lively impression on our mind. The subject
itself was oppressive from its dignity and im
portance—an address upon the care of souls.
Nor was it possible to look round upon the
crowded galleries of the University Church,
in which were collected so many future mis
sionaries of the gospel, without sentiments of
hope, mingled with apprehension. The intel
lectual temptations of the place in which they
sojourned, the antagonism of science, the al
lurements of literature, the deadlier fascination
of the passions, all presented themselves to
the eye of reflection in glittering and formida
ble array. Then, too, the thought of the fra
gility of life, lowered like a cloud over the
heaven of golden promise, in whose light
youth is accustomed to disport itself. Many,
perhaps, in that assembly, inflamed with the
new wine of an ardent enthusiasm, had not
yet begun to take heed unto themselves. *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
We proceed to quote at considerable length,
Mr. Dale’s clear and excellent view ol the
manner in which a servant of Christ ought to
take heed unto himself:—
‘ The true secret, tiien, of ministerial fidel
ity—as of fidelity in every responsible trust—
is virtually comprehended in the solemn and
most reasonable caution, ‘ Look to the end.’—
Consider not only the deposit, hut the reckon
ing.—nOt only the stewardship, hut the ac
count. That which is the price ol Christ’s
blood, ought not to be lightly regarded, and
cannot with impunity he lost. The Great
Shepherd of the sheep will accept no excuse
for the unwatchfulness which lias in broad day
let in the lion among the flock, when the steal
thy Avolf should even by night have been kept
at hay. And it would appear the path of true
wisdom in those who are conscious of the
trust, either to devise how they may evade the
account, or to prepare that they may abide by
it. The former, we know is chimerical in
the extreme. If the enemy of souls could
have found an answer to the question, ‘ Whith
er can I go from thy spirit, or whither can I
flee from thy presence ? he would have found
it for himself. But the presence of God, by
which he is enclosed and encompassed on ev
ery side, is now his hell, as it will be hereaf
ter that of his victims and his dupes. No—
we cannot evade the account. We should
reckon him a dotard or an idiot who would
presume to insinuate the possibility.
It is
whispered by every conscience—it is inscri
bed upon every sepulchre—the very graves
which compass this sacred edifice bear wit
ness to the solemn truth—that every one of us
must give account of himself to God: the pas
tor, not only of himself, hut of his flock. He
is charged with the responsibility ol many
souls, when the cost ofone is beyond all price.
If, then, we cannot evade the account, we
should prepare for it. We ought not to shrink
from the preparation, since we cannot steal
away from the scrutiny, or appeal from the
.sentence of the Judge. It is our wisdom rath
er to inquire Boav the responsibility may he
.converted into a blessing 1 and the Apostle has
furnished us with an answer to this inquiry
when he said, ‘ Take heed to thyself and to
the doctrine ; continue in them; for in doing
this thou shalt both save thyself and them that
hear thee.’
‘Let this then—the salvation of our hearers
—he our aim. It is lofty, hut. it is practicable;
at is arduous, but it is attainable. We must
aspire to nothing less than this. We should
take our stand here, not that we may shake a
Avorld, but that we may be made the instru
ments to open heaven.
God has given the
,commission. Christ has signed it with his
name, and sealed it with his blood. The Ho
ly Ghost, by whom men are made overseers
of the flock, hath selected us to hear it. Let
us go forth, therefore, under our Master’s ban
ner, and confiding in our Master’s aid, ‘Lo, 1
am with you always, even unto the end of the
world.’ Let us contend for him, and he will
interpose for us. Let us do this in habitual
dependance on the present aid of the Holy
Spirit, who hath called us to the oversight of
the flock ; and then, without any peculiar pre
tensions to erudition, without any striking dis
play of talent, with poAvers of mind and of ut
terance almost below the common standard—
if diligence and devotion rise proportionahly
far above it—we may hope to work the work
of God in the ministry of the church ; and his
work is to win souls. And the recompense of
this work is not only eventual and eternal hap
piness—a peace that is reserved and a rest that
remains—there is in it not only a prospective,
hut, a present reward. The husbandman that
lahoreth, even while his work is vet in pro
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gress, is in part partaker of the fruit. It is a
small thing even to be loved and trusted by
those whom we are charged to feed for Christ
and guide to heaven ? Christian sympathies
are beyond all question of far higher value
than mere worldly courtesies. Nor will it be
expected that one should be insensible to their
value who has recently assisted in the funeral
obsequies of a brother in the ministry*—one
who lived with the spirit of the gospel in his
heart, and died with the utterance of it on his
lips. We who attended him to the grave,
looked not then upon mere outward trappings
of wo—upon a bier followed by unsympathi
sing mourners, with the cold decencies of a
formal aspect, hut with hearts unmoved;—we
looked upon hundreds, I might say thousands,
not only arrayed in the funeral garb, that some
times masks exultation, and still oftener mocks
regret, but dissolved in undissemhled grief;
all eyes filled with tears—all hearts heavy
with sadness—one cry of anguish arising from
the thronged and teeming church—from the
youthful, ‘ Alas my father'.’—from the aged,
‘ Alas my brother
The wealth of a thou
sand kingdoms could not have purchased such
a spectacle : hearts are not bought and sold ;
and I should then have learned, if I had not
knoAvn before, that sympathies are strongest
upon earth when the tie of brotherhood has
been the hope of heaven, and that those love
most truly and most warmly ‘ who are parta
kers of like precious faith.’
‘ He of whom I speak was a sure and safe
model. He courted not the applause of man;
he revolved in no ample orbit, and shed around
him no wide-expanding, no conspicuous light:
his parish was his family, and his home was
with his flock. They are about to perpetuate
his memory in marble, but his best record is
in their hearts. Surely to he thus beloved,
thus honored, thus regretted, thus remember
ed, on the sole ground of spiritual faithfulness
and moral worth, transcends all literary honor,
and outshines all worldly fame, while, unlike
them, it is within the reach of all. Few can
win extended and enduring reputation; but
who cannot conciliate love and command es
teem? Man, with all his far-gone corruption,
has not fallen so low as to have lost all per
ception of moral excellence. However mis
conception and misrepresentation may inter
pose for a season, truth is mighty and will pre
vail—fidelity will be appreciated—consistency
must be approved. Thus it was with him of
whom I spake : those were found who knew
not how they loved till they lost him ; and
who, having long lightened his labors by their
sympathies, paid the last tribute of love when
they hallowed his grave with their tears.
‘ Let us, then, he stirred up tin:.; to labor
and thus to love, if we would that such grief

should attend our departure, and such hearts
record our memory; nay, what is of incalcu
lably higher worth, if we would be saved our
selves and save them that hear us. For the
grave is nothing—the funeral pomp is nothing
—the marble monument is nothing—the soul
is every tiling! And, oh ! would it not be the
few who are lost, and the many who are saved,
if the question were asked by the living, to
which the dying can too often find no reply,
‘ What shall a man give in exchange for his
soul ?’ If the blood of Christ was shed for
its salvation, what then shall he taken for its
loss ? O ! calculate this before ye hazard the
precious deposit in others, before ye endanger
it in yourselves. Rather may ye go hence to
do what wisdom counsels, and even what in
terest would enjoin ; to take thought for souls
above all besides, because they, and they alone,
are the purchase of the blood of Christ!’
We bring this article to a conclusion with
regret; no theme can abound in deeper inter
est lo a thoughtful and religious mind. The
‘ foolishness of preaching’ has been one of
the mightiest implements of divine Provi
dence, to prepare the way before the sacred
procession of the Christian virtues. That ho
ly family take up their abode with the most
joyful harmony, in bosoms purified, not only
by the written but by the expounded word of
God. The minister of the gospel, indeed, no
longer beholds the multitude crowding to the
blessed sacrament of baptism; he no longer
sees the glorious spectacle of three thousand
men bowing beneath the breath of inspired el
oquence ; he no longer delivers to the spirits
in prison the oracles of truth, attested and mag
nified by the majestic apparatus of miracles
and signs. No angel illuminates the dungeon
of the captive ; no celestial messenger strikes
ofT the manacles, and leads him through the
yielding barriers into the sunshine of moral
liberty. But, though the splendors of the
heavenly guardianship be hidden from our
eyes, it continues to encompass our path and
our bed. The Christian guide, in his journey
through the wilderness, will not be forsaken by
the Pillar of Cloud or of Fire. He has not
the apostle’s might because he has not the apos
tle’s office. The armory of the Bible will
supply him with weapons for the warfare with
the world ; lie will always find a stone in the
brook for the forehead of the Philistine. On
ly let not the heart of prayer be wanting; on
ly let the voice of humble confidence in God
not be silent; and the preacher may yet hope
that the dew will descend upon the heart of
man at his supplication ; that, like the proph
et of old, the windows of heaven will open at
his prayer, to refresh the dry and thirsty pla
ces with a more benificent and life-giving rain.
But if the blessing from above he granted to
the operations of man, from man himself also
will much he required. The watchmen, who
are to look out from the walls of Zion, must
not sleep in the morning, and while dwelling
in the shade of academic bowers. It is rela-

ted of the celebrated Dean Collet, that in or
der to improve and adorn the style of his dis
courses, he applied himself diligently to the
study of Gower, Chaucer, and Lydgate, and
other English poets, and that he enriched his
diction from every open source of learning.—
The rising pastors of our faith may follow his
example. The jewellry of the imagination
and literature can never be improperly em
ployed, when it is used to embellish the crown
of truth.
Much of the preaching of the past century
was deficient in the leading characteristics of
Christian eloquence. The coal that kindled
the lips of the orator, came from the shrine of
human learning. The jnost accomplished po
et of the eighteenth century, a man of exten
sive learning, and refined by all the graces of
literature, commended the style of Sterne as
peculiarly fitted for the pulpit, displaying a
strong imagination and a sensible heart; but
he felt himself obliged to add, that you often
see him tottering on the verge of laughter, and
ready to throw his periwig in the face of the
audience. Gray, in the opinion of his friend,
Horace Walpole, was a Deist; but it cannot
he doubted that his sentiments upon preaching
reflected those of his most distinguished con
temporaries. A graver and more becoming
earnestness now marks the compositions of
our clergy. No devotional comedy, as a wit
ty and abandoned French writer called the Ital 
ian sermon, profanes, in our day, the sanctity
of the Church.
*
*
*
The pedantic discourse has also vanished;
it died with Parr. That very profound, but
not very discriminating scholar, had revived a
style stiff and cumbersome with classic em
broidery, which Tillotson many years before
had, with fortunate courage, despised and re
jected. To that admirable prelate the elo
quence of the pulpit was deeply indebted.-—
Warhurton attributed the establishment of his
fame to the circumstance of his being the first
city divine who talked rationally and wrote
purely. Burnet draws a highly colored por
trait of him ; Pope considered his employ
ment of a word a sufficient testimony to its
propriety; and Robert Hall has commended
his candor, good sense, natural arrangement,
and unpremeditated graces. The corruption
of taste, which Tillotson reformed, may he
conceived from the popularity of Gunning,
Bishop of Ely, whose sermons were studded
with Greek and Hebrew quotations, and who
attracted all the female fashion of the day.
'J’lic name of Tillotson recalls the name of
the accomplished Atterbury. Swift represents
him combining a propriety of speech that
might have satisfied the criticism of Longi
nus, with, an action that would have extorted
applause from Demosthenes. lie praises him
for never seeking to excite the passions, be
fore lie had convinced the reason ; for answer
ing the objections advanced against his doc
trine, before he unfolded its beauty. The
heart followed the head into captivity. The
pencil of Swift may have been guided by a
partial hand ; but Dr. King, a lively observer,
has told us that the purity and elegance of his
language, even in familiar conversation, Avould
have fitted it for publication without any re
vision. With the dramatic and the learned
sermon has also, we hope in a great measure,
evaporated the metaphysical sermon. One of
the most amiable and affectionately remem
bered of English prelates has, in his detached
thoughts, characterised the barren speculations
of metaphysical scepticism in some very beau
tiful lines from the Oriental Eclogues of Col
lins :—
‘Here, where no springs in murmurs break away,
Or moss-crown’d fountains mitigate the day,
In vain ye hope the dear
Anuw,
Which plains more blest, or verdant hills bestow;
Ileve rocks alone and listless sands are found,
And faint and sickly winds for ever howl around.’

The flowers and beauty of evangelical pie
ty are to he sought for in a different garden.—
Peace never grows in that sour and unfruitful
soil. Mackintosh, in a very elaborate and in
genious metaphor, compared the moral and
political system of Hobbes to a palace of ice,
which was skilfully constructed, and might attrract the admiration of the unwary, as a de
lightful dwelling; but which was gradually
undermined by the warmth of human feeling,
and finally thawed into water by the rays of
true philosophy. The glittering architecture
of metaphysical theology has suffered a simi
lar catastrophe. Its transparent domes, its
brilliant galleries, and its slippery gates have
all melted away, like the snow upon the high
road to a crowded metropolis; and has long
been swept among despised and forgotten
things.
We are concious that the merits of the pop
ular preachers, whom we have selected for
our critical meditations, demand a more co
pious analysis and examination than we have
either time or space to afford. A sermon can
not be estimated by a single extract, any more
than a castle by a single brick. The one may
be ft fortress of truth, impregnable to the most
reckless assult of infidelity; the other maybe a
rampart against the most impetuous storm of
fire and of steel. But the strength of neither
would appear in their multilation. We re
member to have heard a similar observation
from the late lamented Principal of King’s
College. The excellence of a discourse con
sists, if we may change our image, not so
much in the embroidery, as in the texture of
the web; not so much in occasional passages
of stirring eloquence—the purple patches of
the garment—as in the sustained propriety
and harmonious agreement of the whole.
These qualities can only be acquired by in
tense application. Origen would not permit
* Mr. Saunders, rector of St. Anne’s, Black- any notes of his sermons to be taken until lie
was sixty years old. The multiplicity of his
friars.
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duties compelled him to preach from the im men, before he learned its value and discover ifnot eternal, on the miserable man who finds
pulse of the moment, and he was unwilling ed that he must follow the advice or suffer for not grace enough to reist temptation.
K. Y. OUener.
to promulgate what was sometimes imperfect his folly.
He was frequently tempted to neglect cer
ly and hastily expressed. One of the most
THE MISSIONARY CHURCH.
rapid writers of an English sermon was Dr. tain duties, irksotne in themselves, but indis- “By the Word of Truth—by the Power of God,—
Johrison, who acknowledged that he had pro pensibly essential to success in ins work. His
by the Armour of Righteousness.”—2 Corinth.
duced forty sermons, many of which were study looked dark when the world without, in
Go forth and conquer/—sound the trump—spread the
commenced after dinner, and forwarded the bloom of spring or the beauty of summer,
bright banner free—
by the post on the same evening. But invited him to seek his pleasure abroad. And Grasp the bfoad shield—gird of) the sword and flash
the Doctor wrote, not for a congregation, hut when the tempter whispered in his ear that
ing pahoply;
lor a guinea. Ills advice to a young clergy his sermons would appear just as well and Send forth the tidings of your might o’er realms
man deserves attention. He recommended perhaps do more good if he would trust to the
and waves abroad,
him to select a text, and then try how soon he Lord for words and study less; that he would “Room for the Champions of the Cross—place fot
could compose a sermon, and a'fter this, to have <ime enough to prepare for the Sabbath,
the Hosts of God.”
see how much better he could make it. ‘Thus,’ and while it was pleasant he had better im
he said, his invention and his judgment would prove the time for pleasure, and work in doors Grasp firm the sword—your strife is dark—ye cope
with giant foes:
be simultaneously displayed.’ J ohnson found when it rained: as such temptations assailed
Sin
and
his legions—Famine—Death—Earth’ stormtf
a model in Blair, the most admired preacher him, he found that lie must say No, and prompt
of fires and snows—
cf that season, and whom Bishop Horne re ly and decidedly, or he must injure his own
Hear Faith’s glad voice—“Behold our Chief, the
garded as the Pliny of our declining elo soul, wrong his people and break Ills vows.
Everlasting One;
Sometimes his friends would invite him’to “Press on, the waves of fight divide, the Victory is?
quence.
Of the writers now immediately soliciting scenes of fashionable enjoyment, where the
won.”
our attention, Mr. Melvill seems to prepare world mingled in gaiety and frivolity, and ban
Where
is your field of deadly strife? The cold Pihe'
for the pulpit with the severest labor. He ished religion and all serious thoughts as un
Forest
shivers
becoming
the
hour
or
the
place;
and
he
fear

displays a more artistical arrangement of the
subject, a more skilful evolution of the argu ed that yielding to the invitation would offend Where the Britons’ lonely hearth-fires gleam along
the West’s dark rivers;
ment, and a more unbroken harmony of re God, and declining would offend man, and his
Fierce
noon
on India’s sickly plains; oh Aftic*B bur
lationship between the different members of judgment and conscience combined in urging
ning Soil;
him
to
say,
kindly
hut
firmly,
No.
the discourse, than we have discovered either
And the tempest rends the tropic Isles—there mirst
Again lie would be urged by his . friends to
in Croly ox in Dale. The preliminary rea
the Soldier toil.
perform
labors
beyond
his
strength
;
an
ear

ding at Cambridge, and the subsequent study
Names
of lost Heroes round ye float; Bard; let your
of Barrow and Horsley, have, we think, main nest request comes to preach, or to make a
harp-strings tell
temperance
address,
or
to
attend
an
extra
ser

ly tended to produce this happy power. He
How strove the Champion^ of the Truth—in what
has also shown considerable art in the man vice, and the request would be accompanied
proud fields they fell;
with
many
flattering
assurances
that
no
one
agement of his perorations. He remembers
Let triumph light the solemn dirge for HebeFfe par
perhaps, the saying of a famous builder of would be so acceptable as he, or so useful;—
ting breath,
lofty verse—that our composition ought to be that it was a plain case of duty, and he must That tells how Martyn’s spirit passed; hotv Stewart
most accurate in the beginning and end; and yield or disappoint the people and injure a
smil’d in death.
in the end more than in the beginning; though good cause ; and thus urged and flattered, he
in the middle the stream bears us. Groly, in was half inclined to say yes. And often he Speed on your path—the fires ate dim bn Brahma’s
trembliug shrine;
deed, is a master of argument; but on a broad did say yes, and fulfilling his engagements he
Pale the Vain Koran’s doubting Priests—stern Visher scale—and the nature of his genius leads unfitted liimself for his regular and more im
hoo’s bloody line;
him to the more frequent display of the mag portant ministrations, lie neglected his study
Hark, thro’ the quivering Idol-fahes deep tvords
nificent agency of Providence, in connexion and his parochial visits, injured his health and
are swelling free,
with the great revolutions of human society. learned by sad experience, that even when as From the solemn march of the Pilgrims bbrne—
Melvill delineates individuals; Croly paints na ked to do good, to preach the gospel or to plead
“Judgment—Eternity?”
tions; one would darken the cell of a single the cause of suffering man, he must often say
Whose glory shall the triumph swell? The Victor’s
captive, and show us the tearful cheek through No.
kingly throne
But I have seen the necessity of this lesson
one small grating; the other would represent
the agony of Xerxes, or the dismay of Phar illustrated in other cases. A young man left Towers o’er the blue magnificence of HeaVeh’s illu
min’d zbne;
aoh. A funeral winding up the village lane his father’s house while as yet his habits were
might furnish the first with an emblem of death unformed, and mingling with those that were But where the instiilmeht Bn e&fth? Who ttt man’s
feeble line
the second would seek it in the lamentations more accustomed to evil than himself, lie was
Struck
the live waters from the lock? Britain—the
of Egypt, or in the silent camp of the blasted speedily exposed to dangerous temptations.
Hand whs thine?
One
asked
him
to
take
a
sailing
excursion
on
Assyrians. Some exaggeration of outline,
some glare of coloring, and some violence the Sabbath, and not liking to confess the pow- Thine, Christian-Champibn; Warrior, Sage;—Thou
crown’d olie of the Isles,
of contrast, distinguish and injure the pictures er of early instruction, and secretly resolving
ol both. But these defects are being mellow not to transgress in the same manner again., Darling ol Nations--Home of Faith—Wheib Truth
securely smiles;
ed by time. If we compare Mr. Melvill’s in spite of the silent reproaches of conscience
recent sermons with those delivered during and the memory of parental counsel and love, High o'er thy blaie of martial deeds—o’er earth best
triumphs bright,
his^cariicr ministry at Camden Chapel, it is in an evil hour he yielded to the request, lie
impossible not to be struck and delighted with crossed the Rubicon. The gate was opened Floats the rich flush of Christian Worth—far Heavven’s reflected light.
their milder and sweeter tone. Some of his and left open, and soon broken down. One
former discourses seemed to be colored for indulgence opened the door for another and Speed on; long centuries of gloom tielield thy holy
exhibition, and the physiognomy of taste to be another ; ruin soon wrote his destiny on his
Ark
distorted for the sake of instant effect. He forehead, and when he died, his epitaph might Battling her diear and stormy path thro’ waves and
tempest dark;
will soon leave a Zoilus few causes of com have read, ‘ He perished because he could not
Wild pour’d the blast, the breakers howl’d; swept
plaint. In the flower of his years, in the vi say No.’
high the blinding loath,
gor ol his faculties, in the muscular develop
I knew another who was induced by his as
ment of all the energies of the mind, Religion sociates to take an occasional glass of intoxi And phanlbmis flash’d ithwari the gloom—the tengeful slaves of Rotne.
may long hope to watch the triumphs of her cating drinks ; he was not slow in learning
champion, and we trust that physical suffering to love that which he knew might one day The storm is passed—the Ark is moor’d—the prom
will not retard his chariot wheels. For such bring him to a dishonored grave ; the habit of
is'd heiiven's found;
a man, the patronage of the Church ought to drinking was rapidly acquiring strength, and Floats heavenward, from the gladden’d land, the
provide a ‘high and lettered retreat’ within fastening its deadly fangs upon him. Better
sweet Thanksgiving’s sound;
the hallowed precincts ofone of her cathedrals. friends than his tempters interfered, and kind Aud o'er the Pagan earth abroad pout down the
Some repose ought to be afforded to him who ly remonstrated with him; and exposed the
chrystal lills,
so long has borne the heat of the day in the danger of the course oh which he had entered. That gush beneath the Altar-seftt—high bn the holy
kills.
public arena. Not that we would have him But the strong residtitibns formed under such
hangup his shield, albeit he has fought the expostulations, were broken like smoking flax, On strive the Warriors bf the Cfoss—thro’ lonely
good tight Avith glory and renown; we only the moment temptation again assailed him.—
wilds afar,
desire to see some relaxation afforded to ef At this crisis he was induced, in a happy hour, Led on by Faith's enduring light—tlteit fair and ho
forts which cannot fail to exhaust both the to add his name to the thousands who have
ly star—
and fhe bodily frame.
been saved by the moral power of the temper And new-bdrn Christians, snach’d fi-otn sin, bless,
Of Mr. Dale it is scarcely necessary for us ance pledge. lie planted his feet upon it as
ivjih' tlieir latest prayer,
to say any thing more. Ills claims upon the on a rock. It was as an anchor to his soul, both The Soldiers and their Heavenly Chief that sent
lUem warring there’.
Church have been acknowlcdgd with becom sure and steadfast. He wn» t vwrvwA-.w, w IbywyiA
ing liberality, and his parish may well rejoice from the burning, and always attributed his Speed thy bright course—our glorious Hbme!—Till
waning time is gray,
m the remembrance of one statesman, at least, deliverance to the grace that enabled him to
Earth’s barc'S shall kindleat thy deeds; Shall sing thy
who bestowed his patronage upon desert. As say No.
chtistiah sway;
a preacher, Mr. Dale, we do not doubt, would
Another individual now occurs to inc who
hesitate to class himself with Melvill or Groly. went beyond the gospel rule of benevolence, Down Time’s dark streams thy fame shall float, a
spell of hoble pbwer,
Less dignified and argumentative than the and loved his neighbors more than himself.—
To nkme; when Heaven's pure light burns low, ia
second; he nevertheless occupies a station of In other words, he was always ready to ne
ffeedom’s struggling hour/
wide and increasing influence. While his two glect his own affairs to attend to theirs. It
——
admirable contemporaries and fellow-labor mattered little what were his own arrets geLITURGIES.
ers may by thought to address themselves, ments, or how pressing his business, or how
THEIR EARLY USE IN THE CHURCH.
more especially, to the cultivated ranks of so limited his time, if a neighbor wished him to
The first form of prayer given us in Acts
ciety, to the scholar or the man of science; do him a favor, he was always ready, without iv. 24-30, is partly composed from the Jew
he appeals, with peculiar happiness and suc regard to personal consequences, But there ish Liturgy, as will be seen; and what is more,
cess, to the multitude. Without being des was one consequence exceedingly natural, “they lifted up their voice to God with one
titute of the charms that delight the ear of which he never anticipaied; but which finally accord.” Even though it be claimed as an
taste, he is more simple, more obvious, and came on like a strong man artned. Iii his uni extemporaneous prayer, it was evidently sup
more practical. Melvill might preach with versal kindness he suffered his own vineyard ported in a proper Liturgical manner, accords
greater admiration before an University; Dale, to lie in waste. His business neglected soon ing to custom. It is fairly to be inferred
with greater profit and improvement before a became disordered, his custom declined, his from the Epistles of the Apostles, that they
miscellaneous congregation. Of so active friends pitied, but knew not how to help him; began to introduce Liturgical services. The
and sincere a minister of the Gospel, it is our and by and by he went to wreck, with no oth rebuke of Paul to the Corinthians, “every
duty, as it is our desire, to speak with affec er evil habit to hasten his downfall, than a re one of you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine,’*
tion and respect. Nor will Mr. Dale consider luctance to say No.
&c. has its force only in this assumption, that
it any deviation from this assurance of esteem,
Perhaps I have failed to illustrate the prin they did not observe the forms aud rules, that
if we venture to suggest that his sermons ciple involved in the precept at the head of had been prescribed by him, harmoniously.
would he improved by compression. The this article. But if I were addressing a youth The “Amen” prescribed to “th© unlearned”
fruit is concealed by the leaves; and the suck just starting for himself in life, whether he proves the eustom of responses,. Even “the
ers carry away the juice from the steam. had the grace of God to guide him or not, be prophets,” or persons favored with revelations*
These should be relentlessly cut off; and the ing well aware that he would be met on every the Apostle required to be subject to prescrib
result would appear in the increase of vigor, hand by pressing solicitations to swerve from ed rules, in the use of their gifts, that “all
verdure, and bloom.
the path of duty, knowing the importance of things might be done to edification.’* He
resisting the beginnings of evils which are enjoned silence, except on this condition.
LEARN TO SAY NO.
like the letting out of waters, I would thunder The joint worship “in psalms, hymns, and
As a young man, just licensed to preach the this counsel to his ear, so that it might sink spiritual songs” enjoined on the Iaphesians
gospel, was about to leave the study of a fath into his soul, ‘Learn to say No.’ Not that I and Colossians is to this point. They were
er in the ministry, he received this as the par would advise a rough or uncourteous reply; to “teach and admonish by these, evidently
ting charge of his aged friend, as a valuable but that the spirit of the advice of the wisest implying some other conjunct services, not
precept with which to begin his ministerial ca men, who spake too with the wisdom of God, indicated clearly and alone by these terms,
Liturgies have been ascribed to the Aposn
reer ; and as the result of long experiance and might be heard and heeded: ‘ My son, when
tics, Peter and James, and to the Evangelist
much knowledge of the world and the human sinners entice thee consent thou not.
heart:—‘ Learn to say No.’ He did not feel
That precept is worth a fortune to any youth. Mark. St. James’s Liturgy was composed
the force of the counsel, or the importance of Its obedience may lead to honor, and wealth, fortlie Church at Jerusalem, of which he had
the principle it. involved, but he had made lit and happiness, and everlasting life; while its the charge, and the existence of which, as
tle progress in his ministerial intercourse with rejection will inevitably bring min, temporal genuine, seems to be demonstrated by the fact,
:
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
terms, unspiritual and alien from God. Most ol its ful thought, which we love to entertain, that amidst
that Cyril, one of his successors over the of upper air. The effect was novel, wonderful,
leading amusements must of necessity partake of the diversities of sects which divide the Christian
‘C. P. M.’ came too late for the present number,—
Church of Jerusalem, wrote a commentary sublime'
st. George’s—Liverpool.
the same character, and they are of course, danger world, and the conflicts of opinion which so often al will have place next week.
upon it. Certain it is, that there were Litur
THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PRESS.
Twelve
months
had
elapsed
since
our
former
visit
ous
to the professed Christian. Where the spiritual ienate very friends, and the errors which, more or
‘B. B. S. designed for this week, is unavoidably
gies in existence from the earliest times of the
less, attach to all, most embrace enough of truth to postponed till our next.
to Liverpool had enabled us to attend divine service
SATURDAY,
JANUARY
23,
1841.
taste
of the believer is in a sound healthy state, we
Church denominated “Common prayers” by
save
the
soul:
and
as
in
the
human
family,
with
in

at St. George’s,—twelvemonths had elapsed; and
‘Leighton,’ is on file for insertion. ‘T. II. F?
do not think he will relish them. To crave them,
Justin Martyr, of the former part of the 2d
finite diversities of form and feature, we trace a gen
yet, with the exception of one of the female voices,
will also have place in an early number.
FASHONABLE AMUSEMENTS—DANCING.
^argues either partial healing or painful declension.
century; “constituted prayers,” by Gregory, ol
eral
resemblance:
so
in
the
Christian
family
of
differ

the members of the choir remained unchanged.
Many sensible people, who eschew the theatre,
Several other communications are in hand and
the first part of the 3d century; and “solemn
ent branches and names, we see enough of assimila
This stability in musical appointments, may, in the card-table and the ball room, plead for dancing
will receive due attention.
prayers,” “preces solemnes,” a round of America, seem strange, but in Europe, it is nothing
tion to their Master, to claim a common brotherhood;
assemblies at private houses. They say they can
THE DY(NG MOZART.
prayers, or prayers perennial, by Cyprian, extraordinary. Here are men officiating in the choirs not see the evil of this amusement. But have they
and despising names and overleaping the limits of a
Wolfgang Mozart, the great German composer,
ECCLESIASTICAL STATISTICS & INTELLIGENCE^
party, we rush to their embrace.’
middle of the 3d century. The Emperor of churches, whom I recollect to have seen in the ever seen the immediate and supreme importance of
died at Vienna in 1791. There is something strik
Constantine had prayers composed for his same musical departments twenty five years ago, conversion, of repentance, of faith, or in a word of ingly beautiful and touching in the circumstances of
The concluding expression we adopt cordially and
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
army,.and used in his Court “authorized and it is notunusual for a singer to die even at an giving up their hearts to the Lord Jesus Christ? If his death. ‘Ilis sweetest song was the last he sung, fully, if it be understood to mean, not indfferentisrn
prayers,” according to Eusebius. Basil and advanced age, holding a situation in the same choir they have not, we wish to hold no controversy with the ‘Requiem.' He had been employed upon this toward what is conscientiously deemed essential
OHIO.
Jghrysostom, of the 4th century, composed in which he received his musical education.
them about dancing. With their present spiritual per exquisite piece for several weeks—his soul filled and distinctive—but caritas in non nccessariis.
Bishop M’Ilvaine has received from Patrick Mur
Nor is this permanancy an unimportant circum ceptions, we can scarce expect them to see or feel the with inspirations of richest melody, and already
"Liturgies. The Council of Laodicea in the
ray, Esq., a gentleman of Great Britain, now in
CHURCH MUSIC.
year 367 ordered, “that the same Liturgy, or stance; for, next to a correct taste, I am persuaded evil influence of this amusement. We might almost claiming kindred with immortality. After giving
Ohio, tlie sum ot $244,45, being a donation from a
The ‘notices on the state of sacred music,’ inserted friend of his in England, in aid of the Domestic
form of prayer, shotdd be always used, both that the greatest advantage that either vocal or in as soon expect them to see hillocks when there were it its last touch, and breathing into it that undying
at the ninth hour, and in the evening.” The strumental performers can possess, is derived from Alps between. It will therefore be time-enough to spirit of song which was to consecrate it through all in another column, will be read with interest by all Missions of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
same rule was adopted by the fourth general the long habit of performing together; ana being argue the point when they come to it practiivlly. time, as his ‘cycnean strain, ’ he fell into a gentle and who appreciate the value of this delightful accompa Diocese of Ohio. ’1 he Bishop has paid the money
Council of Chalcedon in the year 451. The well acquainted with each other’s style and expres And this they will not do, until they have an experi quiet slumber. At length the light footsteps of his niment of praise and prayer. They are from the over to the Treasurer of the Missionary and Educamental knowledge of the far weightier matters of con daughter Emilie awoke him. ‘Come hither,’said he, pen of a qualified professional teacher of music, now tion Committee of the Diocese.
Council of Mela; in the former part ot the sion.
‘my Emilie—my task is done—the Requiem—my a member of the communion of St. Paul’s Church,
5th century, enjoined, “that such prayers I We were now assembled, not at a musical festi version, repentance, &c.
In recording this disinterested act of Christian
val, where the cultivation of a refined taste in sacred
We would certainly advise every non-professor of Requiem is finished.’ ‘Say not so, dear father,’ said Cincinnati. The fact stated, showing the perma munificence from a stranger, we cannot but com
should be used by all, as were approved of in
music, was a principal object; nor even at a cathe
the Council, and that none should be said in dral service, which may justly be supposed to afford religion, or unconverted enquirer, who desires to do the gentle girl, interrupting him as tears stood in her nency of the choirs of England and the advantage mend to tlie prayers and to the zealous nursing care
his duty to God, to abstain from this amusement, eyes. ‘You must be better—you look better, for thence arising to the music of the Church, is full and liberal pecuniary aid of all within the limits of
the Church, but such as had been approved the highest description of musical performance in
because its direct tendency is to break up sober even now your cheek lias a glow upon it—I am sure of counsel to the vestries of our own Church. If the Diocese, the cause of our own missions.
of by the more prudent sort of persons in a the Protestant church;—but, if fitness constitutes
thought, and to prevent that serious and intense -re we will nurse you well again—let me bring you adequate efforts were made, would not similar facts
On Monday, the 10th inst., Bishop Mcllvaine
Synod.”
excellence, the music of the parish service we now flection which ought lobe given to the most impor
appear with us? If in every vestry, soon after the confirmed seven persons in St. Paul’s Church, (Rev,
From the fourth and fifth centuries onward heard, was equally excellent, because equally suita tant of all subjects. This advice, however, would at something refreshing.’ ‘Do ifbtdeceive yourself my annual Easter Monday election, a committee of two
Mr. Halsey’s) Mt. Vernon.
love,’ said the dying father, ‘this wasted form can
down to the Reformation of the sixteenth cen ble for the occasion. No dazzling or conspicuous ex once turn the attention of the enquirer from the
never be restored by human aid. From heaven’s were appointed, to take special care of the inter
tury, it is universally admitted, that Liturgies, ecution was here permitted to attract the ear of the smaller to thq greater topic. So that under any
TEXAS.
mercy alone do I look for aid, in this my dying hour. ests of the choir and assist the Rector of the Church,
full and complete, were in common use all congregation. The character of the entire perform circumstances our argument with an unconverted
You spoke of refreshment, my Emilie—take these to whom by. rubric, the ordering of this matter is
Mr. A. C. Horton, a zealous lay member of the
over the Christian world, prescribed by the ance was solemn, touching and pathetic; and breath person upon the subject o f dancing, must be very my last notes—sit dawn to my piano here—sing with committed; much good might be done; the rehear
church, at Matagorda, has recently presented the
Ecclesiastical authorities of the different ed a devotional feeling that was welcome to the in short.
them the hymn ofyour sainted mother—let me once sals of the choir might be attended; suitable facili parish with six hundred acres of land. Measures
times, undergoing occasional alterations and most recesses of the soul.—Even the increase of an
But the professed Christian or the communicant more hear those tones which have been so long my ties of books, and instruments provided, and other have been taken toward the erection of the church
imation that was allowed to mark the change from stands upon a dft’erent ground. He is presumed to
additions.
solacement and delight.’ Emilie obeyed: and with encouragement given. We believe this would carry edifice, the frame of which was taken out from the
the sentiment of penitence to that of gratitude was he experimentally acquainted with conversion,
a voice enriched with tenderest emotion, sung the out in a very easy and effective manner the inten United States last year. Mr. Ives says under date of
It is evident, therefore, that the Christian
so natural and so easy, that, instead of breaking up
tion of the rubric, prefixed to the psalms of David, 20th Oct., that about $800 will be needed to pay off
Church came into the use ol an established the meditations of the heart, it seemed but to fur repentant e and faith. And having practically learned following stanzas:
as arranged in the Book of Common Prayer: ‘It all incumbrances. This sum, it is supposed, will be
these
grand
elements,
in
the
school
of
Christ,
the
and complete ritual of worship, as soon as nish it with spiritual wings, on which to soar away
Spirit! thy labor is o’er!
shall he the duty of every minister of any Church, reduced about one fourth by donations recently made
lessons now set for him, are indicated by such pass
was convenient; that the Jews have always to regions of blessedness and peace.
Thy term of probation is run,
either by standing directions or from time to time, to at New York.
ages
of
scripture
as
these:
‘
Forgetting
the
things
had a public ritual, and still continue to have
Thy steps are now bound for the untrodden shore.
Two trebles, one contra tenor, two tenors, and
appoint the portions of psalms which are to be sung.
It is heart-rending, says Mr. Ives, to see the field
it; and that remote branches of the Christian two basses—seven members, only, compose the which are behind, ‘I press towards the mark,’ &c.
And the race of immortals begun.
And further, it shall be the duty of every minister so white for the harvest throughout this country,
‘Grow in grace.’ Be not conformed to this world.’
Church, such as the Syrian, discovered by choir. They are selected from the ‘choral societies,'
with such assistance as he can obtain from persons and our church, with one exception, without a laborer
‘feet your affections on tilings above.’ ‘Watch and be
Spirit! look not on the strife
Dr. Buchanan, and the Abyssinian, as trav for their talents and respectability; receive a salary- sober.’ ‘Be ye holy for God is holy.’ ‘He that
skilled in music, to give order concerning the tunes in the republic.
Or the pleasures of earth with regret,—
ellers affirm, have kept their rituals from the for their services, and feel that a responsibility rests doubteth is damned’(i. e. condemned) ‘if he eat.’ ‘If Pause not on the threshold of limitless life,
to be sung at any time in his Church. And espe
Measures have been taken to erect a small chapel
upon them, unknown to amateur assistants. The meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh
earliest ages.
cially it shall be his duty to suppress all light and at Houston, to he used as a lecture room when the
To mourn for the day that is set.
unseemly music, and all indecency and irreverence parish shall be able to build a church.
The Liturgy of the Church ol England first treble, Miss Stockton, is pupil to Mr. Holden, while the world standeth.’ ‘Avoid all appearances of
Spirit! no fetters can bind,
in the performance; by which vain and ungodly per
was finally compiled and authorized under the organist, and the sweetness of her intonation, evil.’ A communicant who is not studying these
Where among us are the inen, adequate in num
No wicked have power to molest;
Edward VI. in 1548, since which, there has and purity of her taste, give sufficient proof of the lessons, is a faithless disciple. lie is doing no honor There the weary, like thee,—the wretched shall find sons profane the service of the sanctuary.’
bers and of adequate zeal and wisdom, for Texas?
The members of our choirs, like all other forms
been but little alteration. The Commission ability of her instructor. Mr. Holden’s accompani to the great school in which lie professes to be a learn
A haven, a mansion of rest.
of human nature, are not insensible to attentions
INDIAN MISSIONS.
appointed for that purpose was composed of ments are judicious and masterly;—not overpower er. But can these lessons be faithfully studied and
ing the choir, and rendering the words unintelligi receive no serious interruption from attendance on
shown them; and may be expected to take more or
7 Bishops, C’ranmer and Ridley, Martyrs of
Ihe Rev. S. Davis has been authorized——may we
Spirit!
how
bright
is
the
road
ble, but sustaining and blendingtheir voices into one gay dancing assemblies ? Now we think we have
less interest in perfecting the music of the Church, not hope commissioned and instructed—to visit, with
Queen Marys’s regin, having been two of
For which thou art now on the wing!
mellifluous flow of harmony.
the conscience of our Christian reader here. But Thy home it will be, with thy Saviour and God,
just as the vestry and congregation, take more or less an interpreter, the Senecas, Quapas, and other tribes
them: and of six other high dignitaries of
Wlieii chanting is well done, it is, unquestionably,
interest in them. It is manifestly beyond the pow in the Indian Territory, and to remain there until he
Their loud hallelujahs to sing.
the Church—in all 13. Some slight expurg- to those who are familiar with it, the most inspiring suppose him to rally his forces and came up to some
such bold position as this, ‘Yes, I can be spiritually
er of the Rector to perform this duty alone, but shall ascertain what opportunity may existfor establish
. ations and amendments have since been made mode of peiformance. But it is observable that the
As she concluded, she dwelt for a moment upon
minded in the midst of the dance and realize the di
with the aid of two or three members of his vestry, ing a Mission among the Indians of that region.
in the times of Elizabeth, James I., and style is not precisely the same in Europe and in
vine presence with satisfaction—I can leap to the the low melancholy notes of the piece, and then he could with ease accomplish it. We throw out
May we not say—without meaning more than
Charles II.; but none of material importance America. In America, it approaches more nearly to music, and laugh and talk in the intervals, and yet turning from the instrument, looked in silence for
these hints for the consideration of those who think respectful suggestion—or at most an echo of a widely
the
approving
smile
of
her
father.
It
was
the
still
since 1601.
singing, technically understood; in Europe, where watch and be sober—and in the midst of that giddy
with ‘Herbert’ that the music of Zion when well
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CoTon’s Reasons.

Temperance, in Ireland.—The official re
turns exhibit these results—that the manufac
ture of spirits in Ireland was less by 3,500,000 gallons in the year ending the 10th of
October than in the preceding year ending on
the same date. The consequent loss in reve
nue is £466,666 6d.
Redemption is the brightest mirror in which to
contemplate the attributes of the Deity.

£ o m m it it i c a t i o n £
For the Western Episcopal Observer.

NOTICES ON THE STATE OF SACRED
MUSIC, &c.
FROM THE MANUSCRIPT JOURNAL OF A TOUR IN EUROPE.

MUSIC AT ST. PAUL S—"SONS OF THE CLERGY.

In the performance of sacred music in England,
there is much that is exceptionable. Some of the
parish churches continue to be supplied by the badly
taught charity children, or with the equally defi
cient, and more heterogeneous materials of ‘volun
tary choirs,’ of the inefficient and transitory nature
of which, we have goodly specimens, in the United
States.
The difference is, however, that here, in many
ofthe churches, the choirs selected from the ‘choral
societies’ and professional sources, form an honorable
contrast to the description just mentioned; while the
frequent festivals and commemorations, continually
exercise and keep in progress a taste for the sterling
compositions of the church; and furnish a delight
ful treat to the lovers of this most elevated and ele
vating description of musical composition.
The society of the ‘sons of the clergy,’ has for its
object, the augmentation of a fund for apprenticing,
and otherwise providing for, the orphan children of
ministers.
On the 12th and 15th May, the rehearsal and
musical festival (perhaps preferable, in terms, to a
‘concert and repetition,’) took place at St. Paul’s
Cathedral. For admission, there is no specified
charge; but, on both occasions, it is expected that
a contribution will he made by the audience at the
door. The choir was admirably constituted. The
trebles, about twenty well instructed boys, were ob
tained from the chapels Royal, and the performance
of some of these, both as respects the highly improv
ed state of the voice, and its scientific management,
was really delightful. Many of the quartette and
chorus, as well as the solo singers, were derived from
the same sources; and the whole arrangements were
under the direction of Sir G. Smart, whose qualifi
cations for conductor of orchestral performances are
universally acknowledged.
The two pieces that produced the greatest sensa
tion, were Dr. Green’s impressive anthem from the
4Gth Psalm. ‘God is our hope and strength, a very
present help in trouble,’ throughout which, the sol
emn style of performance, as well as the deep spirit
of the composition itself, contributed to carry every
sentiment to the heart:—and the ‘coronation an
them,’ by Handel—‘Zadoc the priest and Nathan the
priest anointed Solomon,’ <^c. The latter was in
deed sung with an animation that bordered upon
enthusiasm; and seemed to infuse a sympathetic
feeling into the multitude assembled in the ‘choir,’
below. The orchestra, placed in an extended or
gan-loft, was excellent throughout; and the obligato
accompaniments, particularly upon the val ve-trumpet
by the celebrated Harper, were, for sweetness and
tenderness of expression, surpassing description.
Over the organ, the communication is left open
to the great nave of the Cathedral; in passing to
which, the volume of sound from the ‘choir,’ had
to traverse the vast dome of the ‘whispering gallery,’
140 feet in diameter, and, including the upper dome,
300 feet in height. During the full choruses,no echo
was observed that could create a false discord, or
mar the sublime effect ofthe rushing storm of sound.
But on their ceasing, the dying of those astounding
peals in echoes though the lofty vault, were like the
dashing of receding waves upon a distant shore; or
like the sounding pinions of some mighty bird, ris
ing from cloud to cloud, triumphant o'er the blasts

it is carefully attended to, it is more similar to einpassioned, poetical, or musical reading; the applica
tion of the words is more free from stiffness and
constraint, and the attention of the hearer is not
called away from the sentiment to the accent of the
words, the construction ofthe phrases, or the por
tamento of the singers: which I take to be the per
fection of delivery.
The chants were simple and familiar: we had the
Penite of Dr. Carnidge, the Te Deum of Hawes
and the Jubilate of Travers. The anthem was by
Dr. Clarke, the 76th Psalm, already noticed in the
observations upon the singing in the chapel Royal,
Windsor.
As in the cathedrals, ‘the psalms for the day,’
were chanted with an accompaniment, and the
whole of the responses by the voices alone. Even
the ‘Amens,’ to the prayers were chanted, without
the organ, in a perfect cadence, or chords of the do
minant and tonic, and came in so mellow, so sooth
ing and devotional a tone to the ear and the heart,
that they seemed, as it were, to give the fixed and
permanent impression to wax that had just been pre
pared to receive it; and appeared to diffuse a more
holy influence through the assembly, than would an
entire service, as often heard, of formal contrivances,
abrupt transitions, and incongruous effects.
I cannot conclude this stricture upon the music of
St. George’s, Liverpool, without expressing the
wish, that all those who are desirous to perfect the
music of our parish churches, could have an oppor
tunity of being present at this place. Nor caul
abandon the idea, that were influential members of
the Episcopal Church of America sufficiently alive
to the importance of the subject, they would take
measures for the institution of a model choir,similar to
the one I have attempted to describe; and while I
know that every facility would be afforded in the
power of Mr. Holden, I may venture to predict that
adequate support would not be withheld from the un
derlaking by the members of the Church.

whirl ‘I can set my affections on things above and be
striving to beholy. All this 1 can do without being
conformed to this world, without being condemned by
a doubt., and without giving offence to weaker breth
ren. And avoiding even the appearance of evil, lean
retire at a late hour to my devotions arid wait upon
God without distraction.’ But we forbear, lest by a
further exhibition of such incongruities we should
seem to treat the subject with levity. And if there
he a communicant of the church who assumes such
ground, we should be almost willing to refer the mat
ter of his consistency to the judgment of some calm,
candid, worldly man, who made no pretensions to
spiritual religion.
But if any reader who is a professed Christian,
should still remain unsatisfied, we have a twofold
argument from which we think it will be difficult to
escape—You do not see the evil of this amusement.
Ought you not in humility to ascribe it to a lack of
spiritual perception on your part, and defer to the
judgment of the great mass of evangelical Christians
with many eminent divines at their head ? Or if on
the other hand, you fancy that you see more clearly
than they do, we call upon you to abstain, on the
ground that indulgence in it gives offence to so many
of your weaker brethren. If you think you are
amongst ‘a discerning few’ in the ranks of the pious,
who perceive that conscientious abstinence from
such amusement is a weakness, you will at least ad
mit that such abstinence is not sin, and you ought to
practice it in condescension to the infirmities ofyour
brethren.
In answer to the objections which we have urged
against the amusement of dancing, it may be said
that in our daily business we are continually encoun
tering influences which tend to check our spiritual
growth: and that the evils to which we refer are in
cident in a greater or less degree to all social parties.
We reply that wherever business calls, duty calls;
and where duty calls we mey expect the shield of
grace to defend us against temptation. But our
pleasures are left to our own choice, aud if we delib
‘PROTESTANT TEMPLE,’—RUE ST. HONORE.
erately otwosc any amusement which we know to be
Paris, April, 1840.
it
£»■» aWo ftnA xctOT-rmg or me sacra dangerous, we tempt temptation. And to expect di
ment of a great number of the young members. A vine aid in such a case is a species of presumption.
union of the congregations, including the metho
Social intercourse we hold to be both a duty and
dists, (already an influential body in the metropolis a privilege. Nor do we object to all evening parties.
of France) had taken plaee, and this large church We think a Christian, anticipating that such a party
exhibited an encouraging appearance; being filled to may be under good general regulation, may attend
it, engage in latiorial cheerful conversation, and
overflowing.
The ceremony was most solemn. The young la partake moderately and thankfully of the generous
dies were robed in white, with white veils thrown fare which has been provided. He may there find
over their heads,—descendingto the waist; and they congenial associates, and hold converse with his
and the young gentlemen entered in order from the neighbors and acquaintance. But so soon as the
vestry, where a preparatory exhortation had been ‘tabretand the harp and the viol,' are brought in to
addressed to them, and ranged themselves on res excite the animal feelings and the muscular powers,
pective benches in front of the pulpit, from which not only spirituality but intellectuality seem to be
was delivered an exceedingly touching and impres virtually proscribed. The intioduction of the music
is a sort of signal, that the world is about to mon
sive discourse.
Books containing the psalms and hymns, set to opolize the entertainment, or take the exclusive con
music, and arranged in three parts, are kept by the trol; and let those who have solemnly renounced
church, and distributed through the congregation. her dominion, take heed to themselves and to the
The singing, of course, was truly congregational; honor of their Lord and Master.
and, undoubtedly, the best congregational singing
If a professed Christian could anticipate that the
room in which such a company was to assemble
that it ever was my lot to hear.
would be charged, at a given moment, with even a
HEARSES IN LIVERPOOL.
August, 1840.
moderate portion of exhilirating gas, he would not
The black and plumed hearse, makes more than be likely to enter such a place. He would be afraid
the usual display of funereal pomp in the streets of lest by inhaling such extra stimulus, he should do
Liverpool. ’Tis amoving mass of crape and sepul and say things derogatory to his profession. Now
chral plumes. This custom, so universal through in our humble judgment, the aggregate stimulus of
out Christendom, is, I conceive, exceedingly objec a dancing room, (especially if we take in the wine,)
tionable; and would be more ‘honored in the breach is not very dissimilar. And a sober-minded believer
than the observance.’ The intention is not, we may who does notpaitake of the excitement, with all its
suppose, to strike terror into the passers-by. Why perils, must be, in trite phrase, ‘out of his element.’
not then,rather divest our material death of those re
We do not deny that evening parties in which
pulsive appendages? It is unfeeling, and bad phil there is no such exciting cause; may become unduly
osophy, thus to endeavor to increase the woe of gay or frivolous. And it is exceedingly desirable
surviving friends. It is not necessary to advocate that such assemblages if they must be had, should
the converting of a funeral into a ‘wahe, or merry be moderate in number and under a controlling Chris
making: but these awful and repelling exhibitions tian influence. But still in a contest between so
are certainly useless to the dead,heart-rending to the briety and frivolity, we may hope for a tolerable
bereaved relations, and appalling to the beholders. compromise, if we do not give the latter the advan
Rather would I seek to make the tomb a sweet tage of plying all her instruments of animal exhilasylum,—an inviting refuge from the ills of life; or iration.
even as the Turk is wont to do, to deck my grave f~~Tn conclusion,let us not keep back the plain radi
with flowers;---Better would it be to fix the eye upon cal truth of this whole matter, when we say, that
the light the Saviour left us in the vale of death,—to hut few of the leading amusements of the world can
uide us through, than try to fright the mind with be safe for a spiritual believer. Even the very best
flews and thoughts of the surrounding gloom.
N. ! portion of the world is, to speak of it in the softest

passionless smile which the rapt and joyous spirit performed is a foretaste of heaven’s own bliss.
had left—with the seal of death upon those features.
There is a remark in ‘the notice,’ of the choir in
Liverpool, which strikes us as deserving of special
metaphysical preaching.
The reply of Robert Hall to a friend who spoke of regard. We allude to the ‘increase of animation
Metaphysics as a ‘fine field’ will be remembered by that was allowed to mark the change from the senti
ment of penitence to that of gratitude:’ this it is
most: ‘not a field,’ said Ilall—‘no fruit grows there—
said, ‘was so natural and so easy, that instead ot
an arena—call it an arena of intellectual gladiatorbreaking up the meditations of the heart it seemed
ship, ifyour will.’
to furnish it with spiritual wings.’ Plow desirable
We cannot resist the temptation of paragraphia
that it should always be so, when our choirs attempt
a passage which occurs in the body of the Review on
descriptive music: that the transition should be easy
our first page, and which may not else meet the eye
and natural; but often have our ears been pained by
of some of our less patient readers.
the abruptness, and violence of the music, especially
One of the most amiable and affectionately re
in the voluntary after the Benediction at the end of
membered of English prelates, says the reviewer
the sermon. We have sometimes heard, with much
has in his detached thoughts, characterized the bar annoyance, loud and boisterous bursts ofsound from
ren speculations of metaphysical skepticism—[he
the organ, just as the congregation were retiring
might well have applied the quotation to metaphysi from Church, and this, after listening to solemn and
cal preaching] in some very beautiful lines from the pathetic appeals from the pulpit. We are happy to
Oriental eclogues of Collins.:—
say, that in the west we have heard nothing of this
‘Here, where no springs in murmurs break away,
broadside artilery style of clearing the aisles of a
Or moss crown’d fountains mitigate the day,
Church. Some of our clerical brethren, on good
In vain ye fiope the dear delights to know,
grounds as they suppose, object to the practice of a
Which plains more blest, or verdant hills bestow;
voluntary after the sermon; we hold that when ad
Here rocks alone and listless sands are found,
mitted, our dismissal music should strive to prolong
And faint and sickly winds for ever howl around.
the echoes ofthe voice of heaven’s message and to
detain in the courts of the Lord, our willing hearts
THE PRESENT OFFICE OF A RELIGIOUS JOURNAL and not less willing feet.
Non mens hie sermo, sed quae praecepit Ofellus,
The suggestion of attempting ‘a model choir’ is
Rusticus abnorrn is sapiens.
By this quotation from a favorite Latin classic, we worthy of the notice of all lovers of sacred music.
mean neither to offend the taste of such of our read Could not the Churches of such a city as Philadel
ers as may be better satisfied with ‘ English undefil phia or New York, unite in so laudihle an enterprize,
ed,’ nor our courteous and able brother of the Con and by joint subscription, raise the means necessary
cord (N. H.) Journal, but merely to say for once, in to defray the expenses of some four or five, careful
good classic Latin, and in hearty English also, that ly selected musical men, we mean protessional
we did not write the following sensible editorial,—or, as musicians, and send them to Liverpool, where by
a certain somewhat too facetious preacher once con the proffered aid of Mr. Holden, they could become
fessed, with all humility and candor, by way of pre acquainted with the best style and obtain some of the
face to a printed discourse he was about to deliver to most approved music of our Mother Church? And
his people Instead of a written one of his own: — could not these five musical persons on their return
‘ brethren, the following printed discourse is so admira form a model choir, and diffuse throughout the
* *
ble and masterly, that I have neither the vanity nor the land, the knowledge thus procured.
presumption to offer any thing lam capable of produ
cing instead of it.
‘It is not sufficient that a religious journal gathers
and communicates the news : there may be an excess
of even religious intelligence, tending to dissipate and
enfeeble the mind, rather than to improve the heart,
and invigorate the understanding. It is not in char
acter to fill its columns with light, ephemeral articles,
which may amuse but cannot profit. The office of
a religious journal is indicated by the place it aims to
supply: it superscedes the earlier religious maga
zines, and should therefore partake of their charac
ter, with the addition of such intelligence, both re
ligious and secular, as may be of general interest. It
should furnish the substantial, the instructive, the
permanent; it should discuss principles, enforce du
ties, and be the advocate of truth. The light read
ing of ihe day is superabundant, and causes have op
erated to exclude from the pulpit the free and manly
discussion of principles regarded as of high moment
by our fathers, who attained to an accuracy of judg
ment and a vigor of understanding which we should
like to see coming down with their houses and lands,
as an heir-loom to their descendants. The religious
newspaper will constitute the principal reading of a
large part of the families which patronize it. It should
rise then, above the design of amusement; and in
its articles, both literary and religious, aim to disci
pline the mind, and improve the heart, and mould
the character into the form of beauty and goodness.
Without such qualities, a paper may please, but can
not profit; and feeble and puerile in its conduct,
would be unworthy of support.
‘ The spirit which should govern such a journal is
also obvious: it is a religious journal, and we have
yet to learn that to be religious is to be rude and un
civil. Let it maintain the distinctive principles of
the denomination to whose interests it is devoted,
and with a frank heart march onward to the object
it proposes, but never let it act the bigot, or resort
to the low expedients of misrepresentation, or at
tempt to carry a point by invective, which demands
argument and truth. The gentleman, the Christian,
the scholar, should be seen in every article, and un
truth and incivility in the paper should meet with
the same rebuke that they are sure to receive in the
intercourse of cultivated society. It is a delight-

The Infidel fears nothing—not even God!
humbly think he must be mistaken.
RESIGNATION---- MARY E---- .

prevalent and strongly entertained opinion through
out the Western parts of our church—that the lime
has come for some action, which shall imply that we
more than ‘incline to believe' that the Indians can be
christianized ? Is it not time to act as though w
have a true belief of it ?
THE ONEIDAS.

The Rev. Mr. Davis gives an interesting account
of tlie late visit of BiShop Kemper to his red children
the Oneidas, at Duck creek, in a recent letter to the
Domestic Committee. The Bishop spent four day
among them, visiting from house to house, preaching
to them, counseling and instructing them, consoling
their sick and administering the ordinances and rites
of the church. Fourteen persons were confirmed,
Tlie mission church embraces about eighty families,

The Domestic Committee are endeavoring to ob
tain a fit person as missionary instructor among the
Oneidas, at Duck creek, Wisconsin—a candidate for
orders having a permanent Indian mission in view.
Have our Seminaries no one who, in the true spirit of
love to the Indians, and with a heart and mind devoted
to the work of Christian missions among them, is wil
ling to ask the Committee to honor him with the com
mission ?

CINCINNATI & LOUISVILLE
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c form anti pressure of tljc 2Ttme
ERS OF THE WORLD---- NOT CHRISTIANISED.

The powers of the world, says a strong thinker,
are often christened but seldom christianised. They
are but proselytes of the outer gate: or like the Saxons
of old, enter the land as auxiliaries—and remain as
conquerors and lords.
A TWO FOLD PROBLEM:

‘First, not only as the humble hut indispensible con
dition of all else, to keep one’s self alive. Secondly,
We to keep one’s self alive by speaking forth the truth
that is in him, and speaking it truly, that is, in the
clearest and fittest utterance the Heavens have en
abled him to give, whatever the Earth may think of it.’

In the ‘Domestic Circle,' which we have reason to
know is already becoming a favorite department of
our weekly sheet, will be found to-day, the conclu
ding part of ‘Resignation,’ commenced last week.—
We feel called upon to say, that in this touching
illustration of one of the crowning graces of true
piety, there is no fiction. The picture is drawn from
real nature. If the coloring is mellow, the tints are
those of a mild and beautiful autumn sunset, not
an attempt at copying what the highest genius has
always failed to transfer to the canvass. Mary E.,
(whose name, merely from considerations of delicacy,
is changed in the narative,) was a character of singu
lar loveliness—of pre-eminent piety—in a word, just
what she is represented in ‘Resignation.’ Such, and
so tenderly loved was she by her own family circle
and by all who knew her. Her memory is worthy
of being embalmed in the hearts of all who would
study and admire the rarest manifestations of the
true and the beautiful, sanctified by the spirit of
genuine piety.
We have taken the liberty without consulting the
author, (Miss Coxe,) to republish in her department
of the paper, this piece which several years since had
a limited circulation in another section of the coun
try, but which we presume will be entirely fresh to
our readers.

TRUTH.

‘When thou findest a lie that is oppressing thee,
extinguish it. Lies exist only to be extinguished:
they wait and cry earnestly for extinction.’
M. Tiiiers, the father of the ex-minister Thiers,
was a maker ofbrogans and a mender of leather liar-,
ness, ofMarselles. The singular cleverness of young
Thiers attracted the attention of certain of his.
townsmen, who fostered his genius by a liberal educa
tion. Scholastic distinction and the patronage of
his early friends, were a passport to the editorship of
the Constitutionel. During his connection with that
leading journal, he composed and published his‘His
tory of the French Revolution.’ In 1838 he oontri-.
buted by his influence and personal efforts, to estab
lish the ‘National,' a paper in the interest of the op
position.
He was conspicuous in the measures which resul
ted in the dethronement of Charles X., and after
wards became successively Counselloi of State, and
Minister of the Interior. After a period of retire-,
ment from public life, during which he exerted a pow
erful influence through the press, he was called by
the Citizen King to the head of affairs—he is now
the head qfthe opposition.
EMIR BECHIR.

There is a world of significance in this monosylable ‘No.’ Let our youthful readers especially
‘mark,’ the lesson on this subject so wisely and well
inculcated in a short article from one of our ex
changes on the first page of this number.
Review of Mr. Dale's Sermon on the Ministry. The
leading article on our first page to day, we have de
tachedfrom the Review of Croly,Melville,and Dale,
before alluded to in our columns. It will be found
worthy of special attention. We hope our readers
will occasionally welcome a rich article in this way,
of somewhat more than the usual length.

This deposed Princehas obtained permission of the
Tope to settle at Rome with a suite of one hundred
and twenty persons—on the sole condition of sup
porting himself—without a pension from the reven
ues of the Church 1 We commend to all half-repub
lican-half- protestants among us (and they might
perhaps be found without-the philosopher’s lantern at
noon day) forthwith to establish a colony of deposed
and rejected Princes at Rome. 1 hese times, ‘so out
of joint,’ might furnish for such an enterprise, a Don
Miguel, a Charles X., a Henry V., a Don Carlos, a
Donna Christina, the ex-royal Bonapartes, a Bey
ot Algiers, tlie aforesaid Emir Bechir, Ac. &c. (No
reference whatever being had herein, to a certain

®ljc western tCpistopnl ©bseroer.
Chief Magistrate just going out of office. We are
principled in our reverence of the powers that be.) Let
us then, at length, come to our senses, and go meek
]y and reverently back to Rome/ Anglican Protest
antism and American Republicanism are henceforth
impracticable ! 1
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men, well versed in their theological literature, ffect, or liberty safe, until that object be ac ican colonists, and 30,000 natives. It has ent with adequate labor and diligence, and as it is sent
Jackson Kemper;
designed to be, with every advantage of the lea systems of modern schools ; by the Rev. E. B. Pur- Mission tiry Bishopfor Missouri,
the result of which examination is, that it is complished.—Gov Seward's Message.
Wisconsin and loibaf
nine settlements or towns; the two most dis
sey, D. D., Oxford, 1vol. 8 vo., price $1,25.
ding
Foreign
and
American
weekly
and
daily
ex

and Provisional Bishop of Indiana -.
A Letter to the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Oxford,
found that the Jews are strongly prohibited,
tant being 300 miles apart, on the sea coast;
changes, and with a decided and independent con on the tendency to Romanism, imputed to doctrines
ECLIFSE OF THE MOON.
not only from using human blood, but even
the others at various distances intermediate.
held of old as now, in the English church ; by the
Lexington, J(y. Dec. 10th, 1840.
A total eclipse of the moon will take place Its territory procured by purchase, contains servative tone, will also it is believed by those most Rev. E. B. Pursey, D. D., 1 vol. 8 vo. price 62 J cts.
that of animals. It therefore follows, that
competent to judge, add greatly to the real value
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to
A Call to Union, on the principles of the English a more central point for the whole west, with the'
the charges made against them and their reli on the 5th of Febuary next, commencing in nearly 500,000 acres of good land, and other and interest of the Observer, not only for country
Reformation; by Walter Farquhar Hook, D. D. hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name'
New York at 9 minutes past7 o’clock, P. M. large tracts can be easily obtained of the na
gion are nothing but pure calumnies.
subscribers, but for those of our cities also.
Chaplain in ordinary, to the Queen ; price 50 cents. imports; ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer;’ meet#
For this reason, and for the love we bear to Total darkness begins at 6 minutes past 8; tive owners in the same way. The govern
January 15, 1841.
The publisher on his own responsibility solely, begs
with my cordial approbation; and 1 shall be ready;
our subjects, we cannot permit the Jewish na clipse ends at 30 minutes past 10. 'This will ment is modeled after our own, and is purely to add the following paragraphs selected from vari
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in
St. ITIary’s Mall.
my power, Id its able editors and conductors.
tion (whose innocence of the crime alleged be the 19th periodical return of an eclipse republican—administered almost wholly by ous expressed
GREN BANK, BURLINGTON ,
NEW JERSEY.
. B. B. Smith,
against them, is evident) to be vexed and tor which returns every nineteen years; it having colored people. Agriculture is thriving and
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Bishop of the Diocese of KentUtldj;
THE BISHOP OF NEW JERSEY, PATRON,
mented upon accusations which have not the first been observed on the 30th of June, 1498. greatly extending. Four printing presses are
From the Cincinnati Daily Gazette, January 8.
B MIE winter term of this institution will comTERMS.*
least foundation in truth, but that, in conform Its next return will be in the year 1859, on the in operation. Eighteen schools are in opera
Western Episcopal Observer.—We noticed a rJL
mence on the first day of November. The
couple
of
months
ago,
the
proposed
change
in
the
ti

The Western Episcopal Observer will be is
ity to the Ilatti Scherif, which had been pro 17th Febuary, at which time the moon will tion. Twenty-one churches are organized,
charges per term of five weeks, for boarding, lodgtle and locality of the “Gambier Observer and Wes
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet; on pa
claimed at Gulhane, the Jewish nation shall set partially eclipsed. It will continue to some of them are composed of native con tern Church Journal.” We have now the first num ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, all per fine of quality and with new and handsome type;
English
branches,
Ancient
Languages,
and
Psal

possess the same advantages and enjoy the return periodically until the year 2219, at verts.
and furnished to subscribers on the following termsMore
than thirty
ministers ber by us, in the new form and under the new aus mody, $106.
same privileges as are granted to the numer which time it will cease and not again return are engaged -n religious teaching. Many pices. It is of the mammoth size, printed on hand
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen. $2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six mbnths;
some paper with new materials, and executed in a
ous other nations who submit to our author till a period 12,257 years shall have elap Sabbath schools are regularly attended from style of great typographical neatness by Mr. Thom Music with use of piano $15. French $7 50.
Aticiciit Christianity.
Drawing $8 per quarter.
ncient Christianity, and. the doctrines
sed.
'The
eclipse
of
the
5th
of
Feburary
will
itySabbath to Sabbath. And, on the whole, the as ft, Raymond. » * - The fonner editor, Dr.
At
the
suggestions
of
several
friends
of
the
insti

of the Oxford Tracts; by Isaac Taylor; 1 vbl.’
The Jewish nation shall be .protected and be visible to all parts of the United States, colony never appeared better than now, nor Chauncey Colton, has now the assistance in his la tution and in consequence of the pecuniary depres
price $1,50.
of Rev. William Jackson of Louisville, and sion of the country the following propositions are
the Canadas, the greater part of Mexico, the so entirely attractive to its friends on the bors
defended.
Revtls. John T. Brooke and H. V. D. Johns of this made—1. A deduction often per cent will be made
Just received, and for sale at the bookstore of
To accomplish this object we have given the whole of South America, Europe, and as far ground of its great usefulness.
city. With such an array of experience and ability, on all bills of the second year, of fifteen per cent the
ISAAC N. WHITING.
the interests of the Church in the West are not like
Co.’dmbus, Jan. 15, 1841.
most positive orders that the Jewish nation as Bombay, at which place the moon will go
year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent
ly to suffer, and other interests, of a social and mor third
years.
dwelling in all parts of our empire shall be down partially eclipsed. The moon will set
Barnes on Isainh.
Tribute of Respect.—The members of al nature, may be efficiently promoted.
2. To those who send pupils for three or more
OTES, critical, explanatory and practical, Orf
perfectly protected as well as all other subjects totally eclipsed at Arabia, Egypt, Moscow, the bar in the city of Albany, headed by
This firstnumber of the “Observer,” presents one years leaving the time of their attendance to the sev
the book of the prophet Isaiah, with a lievv'
of the Sublime Porte, and that no person shall and the countries adjacent to the Caspian Sea. Tennis Van Vecl ten, Esq. have requested of the best specimens we have ever met with, of the eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the
translation ; by Albert Barnes, in 3 large 8vb Vol
intelligent, high-toned, diversified, religiousfamily
molest them in any manner whatever (except The positions of the earth, sun and moon the Hon. Ambrose Spencer, to which request paper. The .design of the editors, if the present be a Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including umes.
washing amounting as the several items do to aLout
Just received and for sale at the bookstore of
for a just cause,) neither in the free exercise have been found to be as follows:
he has acceded, to consent to have his bust fair manifestation of what that is, takes not a few $180,) will be $150.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
'The apparent time of full moon, 5th day, 8 placed in the room of the Supreme Court in steps out of the common path of religious publica
of their religion, nor in that which concerns
3. When three or more daughters of one family
Columbus, January 15, 1841.
tions. This we are more than pleased to see—for we are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per
their safety and tranquility. In consequence, hours, 53 minutes, 51 seconds, past noon.
that city, as a memorial of the regard enter know that each step so taken, will widen the lines of' cent will be made on all their bills.
the present firman, which is ornamented at Sun’s true longitude in the
SUM IS® miMlTli^Gi
tained for him by the bar as a citizen, and as a their vision, extend their sympathies, and increase
4. When more than five and less than ten pu
ecliptic
the head with our “Homaioon” (sign manual,)
108 16° 57' 45" Judge and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court their opportunities and disposition to do good.
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif
Mr. Colton, the senior editor, has been for some teen per cent on all charges will be made, and when
and emanates from our Imperial Chancellerie, Sun’s right ascension at the
of the State of New York.
considerable time known in authorship and editor the number is more than ten, a deduction of twenty
Bio Bl^HS©KrtE>9
has been delivered to the Israelitish nation.
time.
ship: and our own knowledge of his capabilities for per cent. One hundred dollars must be paid at the
10 19 25 3"
HAVING OPENED an office in
work
of
this
kind,
is
such
as
to
make
us
welcome
Thus you the above-named judge, when Sun’s declination south de
beginning of every term; and all money for the use &»]jcrs* 8tvohi, BJeurtij-Stvcct, £®Qst of
Removal of Sir John Harvey.—This gen him warmly.
of the pupils must be left with the Principal. No bills
creasing
you know the contents of this firman, will
10° 46' 11" tleman, who figured so conspicuously in the
to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the
From the Cincinnati Chronicle, January 9.
IS PREPARED TO EXECUTE TO ORDER ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF
endeavor to act with great care in the man Sun’s hourly motion in the
late border war, relating to our north-east
term bills are not paid within ten days after the close
T
he
W
estern
E
piscopal
O
bserver
.
—
We
have
ner therein prescribed. And in order that
ecliptic
2' 32/ boundary, is to be removed to Syria, and Ma received the first number of this paper, which is a of any term, a draft w.ll be drawn and the expenses
]! o o k a li (1 J o b
nothing may be done in opposition to this fir Moon’s horizontal parallax
59' 57" jor General Sir Thomas Pearson, now in continuation of the late Gambier Observer, and is charged. Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain,
Principal teacher and Head of the family, St Ma
man at any time hereafter, you will register it Moon’s hourly motion in
command of the north of Ireland, is ordered hereafter to be published in Cincinnati and Louis ry’s Hall.
in si neat style, with accuracy ami expedition.
ville.
All orders thankfully received.
in the archives of the tribunal; you will after
her orbit
36' 34" to New Brunswick in his stead.
Burlington, N. J.
The Rev. Chauncey Colton, D. D., is its proprie
wards deliver it up to the Israelitish nation: Moon’s semi-diameter as
Mcllvaiiic on JJiisfilicnlicM.
tor and senior editor. It is however to be edited con
Church mid I’arlor Bi-gaus.
SA A N. Win TING, Bookseller and Puhlish-Indian Treaty
Ftniiuna.—The Fort jointly by Mr. Cohon, with the Rev. Messrs. Brooke /'"N EORGE JARDINE, Organ Builder, Anthony
and you will take great care to execute our
seen from earth
16' 26"
Johns, of this city, and the Rev. Mr. Jackson of VjB"street, corner of Broadway, New York, nianu
er, Columbus, has just published Jcstlfication
orders and this our sovereign will.
Moon’s hourly motion from
Wayne Times states that, at the late Indian and
Louisville.
by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev.factures at reasonable charges, all kinds and sizes o
34 2" payment at the Forks of the Wabash, the
the Sun
Given at Constantinople, the 12th Ramazan,
We are glad to welcome such a co-laborator m efie
Charles
P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Prot.
Mid Parlor Organs. Also, Church Organs
Moon’s latitude north, de
1256 (6th of November, 1840).
Indians made a proposition to sell their lands; dutiesof the press to our city, and we doubt not it with Barrel and the regular Finger-key’d Movements ChuTcfi m vfie Yftocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, hand-'
5' 28" and that Gen. Milroy (although not officially will be faithfully and ably conducted. Every such combined, of inestimable utility in country churches, somely bound, 37Acts. The Work may be had of Myers'
creasing
paper is now a welcome sentinel on the watch-tow where Organists cannot always be procured. These & Miller Gambler; S. Wells, Newark; A. P.EDUCATION IN NEW YORK.
Semi-diameter of earth’s
authorised by the Government,) took the re ers ofpublic safety.
instruments are in very general use in the country Rrilchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas &• Co. incinnati;
All the colleges in the State are in a flour
As a general rule, the religious papers of the coun churches throughout England.
43 46" sponsibility, “while they were in the humor,”
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores ofH. Hook
shadow at the moon
try
have
not
made
themselves
quite
acceptable
ishing condition. The number of students Angle the axis of the eclip
For superiority of construction and tone, he refers er, J. Whetham, George W. Donohue, and R. S.of treating with them for about 500,000 enough to the common taste. They have been too
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong <fc Berry’s ;
the following testimonials:
attending these institutions is six hundred and
tic make, with the axis
acres, being the whole of the Miami lands in exclusively technical. The human mind needs va to The
Gold Medal ofthe American Institute for the Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New
sixty-two; of whom one hundred and twenty
York, Swords, Stanford & Co., D. Appleton A
17° 36' 11" this State. The price agreed to be paid is riety, and in the Observer we are glad to find some best Organ, 1838.
of the earth, west
are in Columbia College, one hundred and fif Angle the axis of the
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the Co., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos-about 81 10 per acre, and the Indians to move interesting matters of general intelligence.
ilory ofthe General Protestant Episcopal Sunday
best Organ, 1839.
teen in the University of the city of New
From the Cross and Banner, Baptist, Columbus.
moon’s orbit makes with
west in 5 years. The lands are worth 810 per
The Silver Medal of the Mechanics’ Institute for School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and B.Western Episcopal Observer.—This the title of the best Organ, 1839.
York, two hundred and seventy-three in Un
A W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr's and:
the axis of the ecliptic,
acre, hard as the times are, and there is little
Episcopal paper of the west, since its removal
Belknap AHatnersley’s; Boston, rocker & Brewsle,New York.
ion College, ninety-four in Hamilton College,
east
5° 41' 0" doubt the General Government will confirm the
from Gambier to Cincinnati. The former able edi
and James B. .Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay A Co,?
and sixty in the College at Geneva. The Angle the axis of Moon’s
the treaty.
tor, Dr. Colton, has now the assistance of the Epis
Recent Publications.'
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
copal clergymen of Cincinnati and Louisville, and
communication from the president of Colum
orbit makes with the axis
HRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the
presents
to
his
readers
a
sheet
equal
in
size,
neatness
London Rooks Splendidly Illosiratcd.
Prophecies
recorded
in
the
24th
and
25th
chap

bia College, here-with submitted, shows that
Large Artificial Lake.—'The grand Canal and ability to any of the religious journals of the
of the earth, west
11° 55’ 11"
ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. WithPICTORIAL Prayer Book—Illustrated Commertthat institution is suffering a singular incon Semi-diameter of the moon’s
Reservoir in Mercer county,Ohio,covers 13000 west. We trust his patrons will give him abundant a Preface,
tarv 6f the Holy Bible—Pilgrim’s Progress,- il
by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.D.,
venience from the past liberality of the State.
penumbra
32' 46" acres of lend, the water from 4 to 27 feet deep. evidence that they sufficiently appreciate the advan Bishop of ihe Diocese of North Carolina; By G. lustrated with numerous engravings—Wordsworth’s
tages
of
the
new
location
and
improved
appearance
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton, Greece, do1, do. do.—Martin’s lllustr'atibAs of the
The number of students in all the acade
A colored lighograph showing the relative It is said to be the largest artificial lake in the
of his paper.
Bible—Oxford Bibles of all sizes and in various styles
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
mies and grammar schools of the State is positions of the earth and moon, at several world.
ofthe richest binding—The English Poets, various
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
From the Western Christian Advocate, Methodist, Cincinnati.
thirty-four thousand eight hundred and three. periods of the eclipse, together with a sheet
editions, most elegantly bound—Claude’s Essay and
234 Chesnut street.
The
new
edition
ofthe
former
Gambier
Observer
Simeon’s Skeletons—Barrow’s Sermons—Jenkin’s
Philadelphia.
The number of children attending the common of letter-press explanations prepared by A.
James B. Covey, the African Interpreter. s a beautiful sheet, well filled with editorial, original
Exposition of Jude—Irish Pulpit—Bishop Hall’s Se
schools is about five hundred and seventy Smith, teacher in the Public School No. 12, —This deserving young ntan—a native of and selected matter, in an evangelical strain, in a
St. •laiiMig’ Bf:c!t.
lect Works—Leighton’s Works—Pierion on the
fine
style.
The
editorials
are
really
captivating.
thousand; and the whole number of children may be obtained at 76 Bowery, and at 124 Africa—who has been for a considerable time
Creed—Spencer’s Poems in 1 vol. octavo-——I oenis by
NEAR BRISTOL, BUCKS COUNTY, FA.
gift of making such we would covet much to
Eliza Cook—Protestant Annual, 1841—Book of
between five and sixteen years of age, as Broadway.
at New Haven with his countrymen taken The
possess,
without
intending
to
rob
our
gifted
brother
Rev.
A.
F.
Dobb,
A.
M.,
Principal.
Beauty, 1841—f’inden’s Tableux, 1841—Legends of
Evening Signal.
nearly as can be ascertained, is about six hun
in the Amistad—has addressed a letter to one of aught that pertains to him. * * * We receiv
The public are respectfully informed that the du Venice—Drawing room Scrap Book, 1841 Book ol
dred thousand. There are about eleven thou
of the committee, of which the following is a ed this number, just when our paper was going to ties of this Institution will be resumed as usual, on the Boudoir, 1841—Hooker’s Works, 2 vols.—Heads
press, and have time barely to say, that we cordially Monday, the second day of November.
Dreadful Accident.—On Monday morning copy:
of the People; illustrated—Library ofthe Fathers,
sand common school districts in the State, in
welcome the Observer to our city, as an increase of
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable 5 vols.—Poems, by the author of “Moral Flowers
cluding those under the charge of the Public an aged and respectable woman named Mrs.
New IIaven, Nov. 5, 1840.
moral, intellectual, and religious power, to act on home for their sons or wards; with every facility for —The Heart’s Ease, by Simon Patrick, D. D.
School Society in the city of New York, in Murphy, who has been a resident of our
I see little Book sent to Jingua. I want this great west in reference to its very best interests. an accomplished Christian Education, are respect
Just received and for sal,e by
town
fora
number
of
years,
while
engaged
H. HOOKER.
fully invited to visit the Hall at an early opportunity.
all of which schools are maintained during an
two or three big book. I want big Bible—big
Terms—$100 per session of five months, in ad
N. W. corner of Chesnut and Fifth streets.
Splendid London Books.
average period of eight months in the year in drawing water from a well, 64 feet deep, Dictionary and Smith Geography. These I
vance.
Tiie most respectable references will he
Philadelphia.
_____________
^IIE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common given on application.
Of these shool districts there are very few slipped upon the ice on the boards, and was want carry along to Africa. My friends give riNHI
rayer,
illustrated
with
many
handsome
en

precipated
headlong
into
the
well.
The
Pn
lSiuto
Rjibricntcd
Common
S
rnyc* Rook.
which have not complied with the act pro
me little Book plenty. I want grammer of gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev.
New Rocks.
EWLY
corrected
and
very
carefully
Compared
viding for the establishment of school district alarm was immediately given by her niece, the English language. I now member of the Henry Stoking, M. A.
ECEIVED and for sale by J. Whetham A Son.
with the Standard Books ofthe Churclb by a
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers
144 Chesnut street. Patrick’s Heart’s Ease. I
libraries, and there are at this time in these who was a witness to the scene; but the body church two months, and very happy in my
from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British 12mo.—the Young Ladies Companian, by Miss Coxe Presbyter, appointed by the Rt. Rev. Brsl.op Ondervarious district libraries about one milion of was not recovered until about one hour after soul. When I go to Africa I want to tell the and
Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy- —the Young Ladies Friend, new edition, 12mo.— donk-and the most minute errors have been correct^
the
catastrophe.
It
was
considerably
mangled,
volumes. Within the five years limited by
Africans how Jesus died for sinners, and teach nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Life of Wickliffe, by Miss Coxe. I8mo.—The Flow ed. This edition is printed ort very finepaper, and
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
er Garden, by Charlotte Elizabeth, 12mo.—Floral embellished with six appropriate and highly finished
the law there will have been expended in the having struck several times against the sides them the Bible. Sometimes I want Diction
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
Biography, by do—The Rose of Sharon, with plates steel engravings, by the hrst artist: and bound nt
purchase, of books more than half a million of the well in its descent. The deceased was ary to look out hard words and Geography to
styles of Turkey morocco ,1am and extra
Pilgrim
’
s
Progress,
with
splendid
illustrations.
—
The Amaranth, do—Friendship’s' Offering—The various
upwards of 70 years of age.—Hagerstown tell about the world. When you send these
very appropriate for a holiday gaft, as there isa
of dollars.
The London Annuals for 184t, viz. The Protes Young Mother’s Delight, with Kirk’s Duties ot •rift
rid,VJJitim, plate in front o the book I he
'The poverty, misfortunes, accidents and Torchlight.
Book, put my name on and send to boat office. tant AnnuaT—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not— Mothers 18ino.— Living for Immortality. 18mo.
publisher trusts tb t the pains he has taken to renThe Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux
Also
fresh
supplies
ot'Todd
’
s
Lectures
to
Children
prejudices to which foreigners are exposed,
JAMES B. COVEY.
<!er this edition of the Prayer Book so pertect and
—The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
—
Do.
Truth
made
Simple
—
Do.
Student's
Manual
“77te Come-Oulists."—Anew sect, it is
appreciated by the church.
satisfactorily account to my mind for the un
London Bibles, all sizes.
—Do Sabbath School Teacher—Geograpy of the bcauliful, will be duly
Published by
Just leceived,and for salebv
Heavens, with Atlas—James’ Anxious Inquirer—
The total amount of taxes of Ohio, as ap
due proportion of their children in the neg said has made its appearance in Massachusetts,
GEORGE MILLER,
R. S. II. GFORGE.
Do. Christian Ptofosor—Clark on the Promises—
647 Broadway.
lected class to which the attention of the Leg called the “Come-Outists,” or rather, we pears from the Auditor’s report, is 81,749,
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut. Wayland’s Moral Science, 12ino.—Taylor’s An
Philadelphia.
islature was called, Although the excellent think, an old seat in an organized form. 840 30.
Philadelphia.
cient Christianity—Theory of Another Life, Ac.^-e.
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at once at the hazard
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1 his neighborY&fbugh
the flames and conveyed the

The Chants and Anthems of Part Second are
it had been plucked. She had once bloomed of iron heard in the temple while it was build box was brought to her, and placed on her little
unrivalled in their arrangement and complete mel
table: she drew out her working materials, and ody; and I am happy to say that I have daily risen
with the same grace on the parent stalk, and ing.’
Conducted by the Author of the “Fouzig*
1 Ladies' Companion " “Bofari** '
man in his arms to a place of safety. A so- diffused around the fragrance of a holy and pure
‘There is,’ as the excellent Leighton remarks, began to sew. We watched her delicate fingers, from either its private or public rehearsal, with no
Scriptures," “Life of Wycliffe” etc.t etc.
—
ciety at Copenhagen showed their approbation example; and she was now, like it, fading away ‘a quarry of corrupt nature, and from this are attenuated still more by disease, until our feel ordinary satisfaction, that a work so greatly need
ed in the Church, has at length been supplied.”
5=ertENCE.
This (‘The Church Choir’) is a neatly printed
tt
JU'ENJLS)we hear, little boys and of his conduct by presenting him with a silver from mortal sight. When I first beheld Mary I hewed out, by God’s own hand, the stones which ings became painfully excited by this trifling ac
volume of Church music of oyer four hundred pa
cup filled with Danish crowns.
tion,
for
it
marked
too
plainly,
not
to
be
misun

are
to
form
the
heavenly
temple.
They
are
was
disappointed,
for
I
had
expected
to
see
a
ges, published by our enterprising citizen, Mr. Isaac
~ ^sSessed ot affectionate hearts exclaiming,
more beautiful face; but this feeling was only dead, indeed, in themselves, and many of them derstood, the encroachments of disease. In N. Whiting. From a hasty examination of the work,
‘when I get older, I will do such and such things
KAMTSCHATKA RAT.
we should judge it would be a valuable acquisition
health we loved to follow her hands, as they to a musical library. We say acquisition, because we
for my mother or father, or other dear friends.’
The rat is far from being an interesting animal of momentary duration, and the longer I was such as men would cast away as worthless, but
do not believe one book sufficient for any scientific
These little ones are not aware how much they and we ordinarily associate with it only ideas, with her the more I was charmed with the al they are quickened into life by the touch of God.’ moved with graceful celerity over her work, but choir. It contains, besides a large number of the
Behold, then, with the eye of faith, my friends, now the needle was drawn through at intervals, old standard tunes, which have been sung in the
can do already, to cheer the hearts of those who derived from its well known habits of plunder most angelic expression of hfer countenance.
When I entered, the sight of a stranger threw the temple of the New Jerusalem as it rises yon and as if with a painful effort. A few moments Church ever since the days of Luther—a great
fondly love them, Yes, my dear young friends, and devastation. Nevertheless, it is one of the
variety of beautiful pieces by some of the most emi
a flush over her pale cheeks, and gave her a slight der, silently, but surely, in its dazzling splendor: were thus spent, when Mary drew off her thimble nent composers of the present day. There are some
I have known a tender, hearted prattler of two creatures of God’s hands, and its history, when
131 pages devoted to Anthems, Sentences and
or three years give continual solace to a mother impartially examined by a mind freed from petty air of embarrassment; but as we became inter and mark the heavenly artificers, who are the replaced the articles in her work box, and gently Chants, selected with special reference to the Epis
ested in religious conversation this disappeared, host of angelic spirits appointed to ‘minister to pushed it from her. For a short time the lovely copal service; among which we notice some of great
and another dear female friend, when in distress. prejudices, will afford subject for interesting re
and I then found that though a casual observer the heirs of salvation.’ So noiselessly do they serenity of her countenance was obscured, and merit; which, to a choir of that Church, would be
He would come up to them and fix his full, hazel, flection.
worth more than the price of the book. We'would
a strong tinge of melancholy rested upon it. A say to our musical friends, examine it.—Cross and
I am now going to give some particulars res might pass Mary without admiration, yet it was proceed in their work, that the people of the
eye on theirs, as if to read what made them so
deep sigh escaped from her gentle breast, which Journal, Columbus.
sad, and then while one plump little arm gently pecting the rats of Kamtschatka in which coun impossible to converse with her with indiffer world note them not. See! that band returning
The Church Choir is for sale at M. C. Youngence.
on their errand of mercy, from the distant moun spoke to all our hearts, as if she had said, my day love’s bookstore, Cleveland; O. B. Beebe’s store,
twined the neck, with the other he would softly try there are many varieties, the most remarkable
Cuyahoga
Falls ; Myers Ay Miller’s bookstore,
During this visit, indeed, I saw comparatively tains of this lower world: they bear a brilliant of activity has gone for ever. Her depression Gambier; Levi
Brooks’ store, Mt. Vernon; Samuel
stroke the cheek of her he loved, whispering at of which, is known among the natives, by the
’ bookstore, Newark; A. P. Prichard’s store,
the same time in soft tones of affection, ‘dear name of Tegulchitch. These animals do not, little into her character, for its extreme beauty, gem to affix on the rising walls, and as they de affected us instantaneously, and her sigh was Wells
Granville: J. G. Doddridge’s store, Circleville; the
and eminent holiness, were veiled by feminine posit it in its destined place, and cement it to echoed back by ours; this recalled her to herself; Rev.
Mr. Burr, Portsmouth; Whiting & Kil
mother, how I love you.’
like our large gray rats, infest dwelling-houses
modesty and Christian humility. Like the frag the battlements of the temple by the strong bands she looked round upon us as if silently imploring bourne’s store, Springfield; by the Rev. Air. Allen’,
But my young reader perhaps cannot be satis but content themselves with preparing neat and
Dayton; the Rev. Mr Guion, Piqua; Ed. Lucas
rant violet, her charms were obscured by the of love, they lift up a melodious shout, which is pardon for the pain she had given: her eyes were &
Co.’s bookstore, Cincinnati: and Alex Ingram,
fied with these proofs of kindness, and wishes to spacious nests under ground, which they line with
beautiful shade in which she loved to dwell; and echoed and re-echoed by thousands of seraphs then raised to Heaven, and they seemed to say, Jr.’s store, Pittsburgh. It may be had in Baltimore,
be able to do something more effectually to serve turf and separate into different apartments, some
at the Bookstore of Armstrong & Berry; Philadel
to be fully appreciated, they required to be sought throughout the celestial edifice—‘Grace! grace! Here, too, my Father, thy will be done!’ A si phia, at the bookstore of Thomas, Cowperthwait
his friends. Listen to me then, and I will tell of which they use as store-houses for the ac
& Co. and Herman Hooker: New York, at the
for diligently.
unto it’—Zech. iv. 7. Listen while a brother lent tear or two rolled down her pale cheek, and bookstores of Swords, Stanford &. Co., and Collins,
you of a dear child whom I knew and fondly commodation of their winter provisions.
When we bade adieu to the family of Mr. E.
the struggle, to outward appearance, was over, Keese&Co.: New Haven, Ct., at the bookstore of
So provident are they of these stores, that they
spirit inquires the mode by which these stones
loved, and who learned when a little boy to be
Sidney Babcock: Hartford, Ct., at the bookstore of
I was invited to renew my visit, of which per
and the air of calm serenity was restored.’
have been prepared and polished to such transcen
useful to a beloved mother, and charitable to the are never known to touch them, unless forcibly
Spalding & Storrs, and Belknap &. Hamersley;
mission I was most happy to avail myself; and
Day after day rolled away, and Mary? was still Boston, at the bookstore of James B. Dow; and iu
poor and afflicted, and I can assure you, that in impelled by untoward circumstances, until the
dent brightness.
during the few months that I spent with Percy,
spared to us; but we beheld, almost with tremb Washington city, at the bookstore of Win. M. Morri
‘I saw them,’ he says, ‘once lying as rough and
son.
the instances which I am going to relate, he act dreary season arrives for which the food was pre
for the restoration of my health, I became al
ling, the prison walls daily crumbling down
Columbus, Oct. 3, 1840.
ed under his own impulses, and was not directed pared. These rats seem to have participated in
unsightly masses on the mountains. By what
most domesticated in the family circle.
which confined her immortal spirit, and we felt
the
tastes
of
the
inhabitants
of
Kamtschatka,
for
PROPOSALS
by others.
means have they attained to such beauty?
Gradually the full beauty of this fair flower
that it must soon take its flight from us to its
For publishing at Columbia, Tennessee,
At the time of which I speak, he was resid like them,they not unfrequently change their hab
‘The ministering angels reply; ‘We were sent
was unfolded to my view, and then I was made
heavenly home, and leave us to mourn its loss.
A MONTHLY PERIODICAL, ENTITLED
ing at a large seaport town in New England, his itations, and sometimes for years abandon their
to feel that Cudworth was indeed right in saying to hammer, and prune, and to polish them by
She
was
permitted
to
remain
in
this
state
of
T H Oy& ©QAM□
father being connected as an officer with the na native country. It is remarkable that the natives that ‘the harmonious agreement of our will with inward mortification and outward trials: some
discipline until what was lovely in life became A family Magizine, devoted to the cause of Female Eduval station of the government, at that place. usually manifest alarm at their disappearance, God’s -will’ could ensure happiness even in the times, with the sharp two-edged sword of the
cation on Christian principles; editedat the Female
exalted in deaah to the matured stature, and ri
One day while walking with his father, the latter which they consider as the presage of a rainy sea midst of severe afflictions.
spirit, we removed the coarse fragments that
Institute, Columbia, Tenn., by the Hector, with the
pened beauty of the saints of God: until her soul
aid of the Right Reverend Visitor, Bishop Otey, and
proposed playfully, that the little boy should be son and an indifferent year for hunting; accord
marred
their
beauty:
then,
again,
by
a
series
of
At times, Mr. E. was completely overwhelm
of the Tutoresses.
seemed only to send out its gentle breathings in
come the owner of a fine little pig, on condition ingly the return of these furred neighbors, is hail ed with the sad spectacle of the sufferings of his constant, unremitted operations, applying line
harmonious
accordance
to
the
Divine
Will.
One
Eli YHE conductors of this school have long felt the
that he should feed it and attend to it himself: ed with lively joy and the news is speedily beloved child; and, his wife told me, that on upon line, we subdued all that opposed the pro
only thought had power to disturb the holy seren i want of a medium for communicating regular
spread
over
the
whole
country.
Their
season
of
with their patrons, and for laying before the world
he was also told, that if the animal improved and
such occasions, it was most affecting to see his cess of polishing; but follow me and you shall ity of that peaceful breast: and this was the ly
the results of their experience and observation on
fattened properly, it should be appraised at its departure is in the spring, when they congregate lovely daughter trying to lead her parent to sub behold our operations.’
the
whole subject of education, both public and pri
shrinking from witnessing the pang which would
vate. The advancement in learning, the enterprise
fair value in the autumn and the money paid to in vast numbers, and in their progress, are im mission to the will of God.
‘And now the angelic intelligence flies on the
rend the hearts of her beloved friends, when they in study, and the intellectual and moral improve
the child. The proposal was joyfully acceded to, peded neither by lakes, rivers, or even arms of
In one instance, she gently laid her hand on light wings of love, desiring, with holy anxiety should behold her passing through the valley of ment visible among their interesting charge, they’
would gladly spread among those families of the
and so faithfully did the young proprietor fulfil the sea. Sometimes overpowered by fatigue, her father's arm, as he was bending over her in to look more into the mysterious glories of that
the shadow of death; yet, even here, her prayer SouthWest whose daughters are debarred the ad
his stipulation, that when slaughtered the hog they are found lying exhausted and almost insen agony of spirit, and in the most persuasive tone work of redemption, by which creatures who
vantages of public schools. The Right Reverend
was for submission.
sible on the ground, where they remain stationa
Bishop Otey having obligingly favored this underta
proved to be worth five dollars.
she said, ‘My father, who were those happy be were ‘dead in trespasses and in sins, are quick
That drop of bitterness was removed from king with the engagement that he will writefor every
ry,
until
returning
strength
enables
them
to
con

I was on a visit in the family at the time, and
ings that the favored disciple beheld before the ened into newness of life, and made heirs of the Mary’s cup by her compassionate Redeemer; she number of the proposed Magazine, the Rector is en
couraged to submit his plans to the community at
watched with some anxiety the issue of the bu tinue their march.
throne of God, clothed in white raiment, and kingdom of Heaven.’
bade adieu in the evening to the friends she had large, in the confidence that in the circle of his as
The time of their return, is generally in some
siness, fearing somewhat lest my young favorite
‘
Now
they
are
bending
down
from
their
ele
aud correspondents, he is surrounded by all
with palms of victory in their hands?
Were
loved with such unabated tenderness, and sank to sociates
the zeal, experience and talent requisite for im
might be getting a little avaricious, so anxious part of the month of October, and they proceed on they not those who had come out of great tribu vated position, and watching their fellow spirits
sleep; ‘but she awoke not from that natural sleep; parting permanent value to such a publication.-—•
had he appeared to know the price of pork on their journey in such throngs, that certain trav lation, and had washed their robes, and made engaged in their labors of love. They behold
is emphatically called for by the growing interest
her holy soul only rose up out of the darkness It
of this section of the Union in the whole subject of
that occasion. Judge then of my gratification ellers report that they have been sometimes com them white in the blood of the Lamb? Surely, certain stones, round which a host of heavenly
and torpor of that short slumber,into the enliven female education upon the best and soundest princi
and still more of the pleasure of his fond mother, pelled to wait for hours, until the multitude then, my father will be reconciled to this pre artificers are collected, each bearing his appropri
ples.
ing light of God’s presence. She truly might be
We are bound within no narrow limits, A sub
when a day or two after, he presented her with should have passed them. So affectionate are the paratory discipline of his child, by the anticipa ate instrument, and laboring most sedulously in
said to awake when she first quitted these dark ject wider in its range than that which lies before us,
cannot
be suggested ; and in seeking to give interest
an article of furniture, the counterpart of which feelings manifested by the rude Kamtschatkans tion of her future blessedness.’
their respective turns, to impart additional lus
some regions, when she laid aside her cumber as well as usefulness to our work, we can be at no
had been broken a short time before, by a careless towards these animals, that they will on no account
tre
to
these
beautiful
gems,
which
already
out
One stormy and tempestuous day, Percy re
some night veil. She will do so more perfectly loss for topics. “ The world is all before us, where
to choose.” Religion, whether in its own purity
servant, and the loss of which had been much injure them, when they are lying in a state of ceived a message from Mr. E., informing him shine those that surrounded them.
in the joyful morning of the resurrection, when and loveliness, or as connected with letters, and
regretted by her mistress, as essential to the exhaustion and completely at their mercy.
‘
The
inquiring
stranger
is
at
a
loss
to
under
that Mary was exceedingly ill; and in the hope,
immortality shall be swallowed up in life, and all sanctifying while it elevates the aspirations and de
May not the untiring zeal in accomplishing
of genius ; the fireside circle, the seat
comfort of the family. The purchase had nearly
that, by my knowledge of medicine, I might be stand this mysterious partiality; he is told that the yet hovering shadowvs of it shall be found to velopments
of the purest affections and the chief nursery of all
drained the little boy’s purse, but he seemed to their purpose, and the provident industry mani of some service, we rode out late in the afternoon the stones, which are thus peculiarly marked out
that
graces
and adorns our world ; the school, re
have vanished and fled away.’
deemed from the tyrranny of dogmatism and made
feel no concern on that account, and only re fested by these creatures,stimulate us to the prac to his residence; and never shall I cease to be are intended to occupy conspicuous positions in
‘Thou art gone to the grave; and its mansion fersak- the scene of courtesy, dignity and refinement, un
joiced at having been able to buy the article tice of the same virtues, and also teach us that thankful that we went, since I was enabled to the temple of the New Jerusalem, when
less than of far-reaching thought, sound learning
it is injurious to our hearts to cherish disgust and
and skill in the management and mastery of the
for his dear parent.
Perchance thy weak spirit in fear linger’d long;
mitigate her bodily anguish, and behold in her heighten the beauty of the scene, ‘one star is
passions ; in fine, all that is praiseworthy in the
There was at the same period, a poor Irish wo unconquerable prejudices against creatures form the triumph of Divine Grace. We found her made to differ from another star in glory,’ though But the mild rays of Paradise beam’d on thy waking, spirit of our wonderful age,—its enterprise, its cour
And the sound thou first heard was the seraphim’s age, its grasp after the highest attainments in art,
man, whose case had much engaged the sympa ed by the same hand, and endowed with extended on a couch, her frame almost convuls in one respect they all resemble each other; the
song.’
science and invention,—so various and illimitable
thetic feelings of my friends. Her husband had instinctive feelings ofneatness and laborious per ed with agony; but still, so sustained by an Al light with which they all shine is but an eman
are the fields from Which our topics and illustrations
are to be gathered. Whatever may contribute to
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been a sailor in the navy yard of the town, and severance in the discharge of their allotted work? mighty power, that not a murmur, and scarce a ation from one great Fountain of Light
ffSAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publisher, control the imagination, to expand the mind and to
had gone off unceremoniously, leaving his wife
•-While
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thus
gazing
at
these
choice
elevate the aims of the young,—
groan, escaped her lips, and we only heard occa
JL Columbus, has published the Church Choir, a
MATERNAL LOVE.
“ To raise the genius and to mend the heart.”
and poor baby utterly pennyless. . My friend and
of Sacred Music: comprising a great va
Instinct induces a mother to bestow fondness sionally whispered in a low and tremulous tone, jewels of the Lord, these peculiar treasures of Collection
riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and we shall gladly welcome to our pages. Our aim is
her husband exerted themselves warmly for the and caresses on her child, to tend its couch, to ‘Not my will, but thine, oh! Lord, be done.’
His, the finishing touches of beauty are given Chants, arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, and to diffuse sound and conservative views on all topics
with the improvement of society, and
poor woman, and were the means of securing for watch over its health and comfort, regardless of
Gradually, by the use of the prescribed reme them, and they have now acquired such match adapted more particularly to the Worship of the connected
more especially with the ecfucation and instruction
Protestant
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the
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her a room, and the washing of several gentlemen. her own. Beautiful manifestations of a benign dies, Mary's sufferings abated, and she was able less lustre, that they are enabled to reflect the By Joseph Muenscher, Professor of Biblical Litera of the future mothers of our land, upon whose wise
But the poor little babe like many of its age, and kind provision of Providence! But except to listen to religious conversation. Mr. E. had image of the Son of Righteousness, unmarred ture in tire Theological Seminary of the Protestant and faithful execution of their high trust, our nation
Episcopal Church, Gambier, Ohio. In two parts. al prosperity more immediately depends than upon
was fretful and troublesome and engaged a good that mother have the courage to deny her child’s been much agitated through the whole evening, by any disfiguring shadow
Part 1, Contains the Rudiments of Vocal Music, any other human instrumentality.
deal of its poor mother’s time, which was her unreasonable desires, to thwart it, (even on the and several times expressed the idea of its being
Here Percy paused, for his young friend had Psalm and Hymn Tunes, &c. &c.
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Part 2, Contains Anthems, Sentences, Chants,
most precious treasure. Bnt this peevish little bed of sickness and in the hour of glee) if its fu most mysterious to him, that his child should be sunk into a gentle slumber, which was an ern &c. <$«c.
The Guardian will he neatly printed on a large
Both parts bound in One volume, Price, 1 25. double medium sheet of fine paper, each number
one was the means of bringing out some beau ture moral interests require it, we must confine called upon to endure such severe and protracted blem of that spiritual and blessed rest, which the
Each part may also be had by itself. Part 1, by containing sixteen pages quarto, compactly filled.—
tiful traits in my young friend’s character, which our admiration to the instinct and withhold it agonies, when, as he said, in a low' and suppress Lord will give finally to all his beloved children itself, Price $1; Part 2, by itself, Price, 62 J cts.
It is put at the low price of one dollar and fifty cents
In the preparation of this collection of Sacrfcd a year, payable invariably in advance. New type
were for a long time unknown even to his family. from the individual. This is the true maternal ed tone, her spirit seemed already ripe for heaven.
The father pressed his hand: ‘Your allegory
Music, it has been the aim of the editor to furnish and other materials having been ordered by the prin
The child attended school, at a considerable dis affection, the true development-of that divine
Percy, in reply, dwelt much on the efficacy of has comforted me,’ he said; ony sainted child is Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, composed ter for this work, the first No. will be brought out
early as possible in the month of January.
tance from his father’s house, so far indeed, as and holy love to man which regardless of infe afflictions, as means in the hands of God, by one of these peculiar treasures of the Lord; and in different styles, and adapted to the various occa as Editors
in the South-Western States are respect
sions of public worship, as the limits of the work
to preclude his return home between schools, and rior considerations, seeks only his moral and ulti which he prepares and educates the souls of his if she is to be made perfect through suffering,
fully
requested to give this Prospectus one or two
would permit. The collection, it is believed, will
insertions.
be
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ordinary
on that account he took his dinner daily with mate good. If what has been said be true, it is people for Heaven. He reminded him of the must endeavor to think of her, as she will ap
Post masters are desired to act as agents.
purposes of public and social worship. The Anthems
IE? Subscriptions received at this office.
him. Hearing that the widow’s store was often proved that the maternal feeling, shared by wo great Captain of our Salvation, who was emphat pear, when she is exalted in the temple of God and Set Prices have been selected, as will be seen on
Address The Guardian, Columbia, Tenn.
inspection, with special reference to the Festivals
low, he would not unfrequently present her with man with the lower animals, can lay no claim to ically a‘man of sorrows, and acquainted with in heaven, and not as she is now, the child of and
Female Institute, Columbia, ?
Fasts of the Episcopal Church. Instead of a
affliction
on
earth.
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figured buss, the music bus all been carefully arran
a portion of his dinner; and finding how her the character of a moral influence—that however grief.’
ged for the Organ or Piano Forte, from the convic
The
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to
their
respec

cross baby interfered with her labors, he actually McautifiA ana worthy ot admiration the manifes
He dwelt on the case of John the Baptist; he
tion that many performers on those instruments have Roarding and J)ay School for Voting Audit*.
made a habit of constantly going at his leisure tations of it may be, they possess no power of whom the angel Gabriel announced before his tive apartments, and left the invalid to obtain not had the opportunity to perfect themselves suffi
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCII,
ciently in the science of music to play the harmony
hours to tend the crying, dirty babe, whose ap calling forth answering manifestations in their birth, ‘as one who was to be great in the sight of that rest, which her enfeebled frame so much with facility, even of plain psalmody, from fig
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
ures.
r g ’’HE course of instruction pursued in this estapearance indicated its mother’s poverty, and this object. Nay, after it has prompted and perform the Lord;’ and who received from his Lord the needed.
I twill be seen that the pages of the work are en JL blishment includes all the most important and
When I was alone rvith Percy, I remarked riched
piece of self-denial was not the only one practi ed the physical cares called forth by the helpless high commendation of being called the greatest
with a variety of original compositions, pre useful branches of female education, comprising the
pared expressely for this collection, and also with following studies: The English and French lan
sed towards the poor Irish widow.
ness of infancy it may have, and often has, an in among those who had, in the long history of the that ‘his figurative representation of the training pieces
from various English authors, not usually to guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi
The river which passed by the town, carried fluence positively pernicious.
world, been born of mortal parents. And yet, of the just made perfect, could scarcely ever be met with in this country.
tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos
The Church Choir, for the short time it has been ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Bellesdown in its rapid autumnal and spring currents,
how’ w’as this preeminence exhibited to his fel have been more strikingly illustrated, than by the
published, has been very favorably received by Pro Lettres, &c.
much broken timber, this the noble hearted boy
low’ men, while he sojourned on earth? Was object we had been contemplating for the last fessors and friends of sacred music. The following
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape
RESIGNATION.
eagerly collected, and in his own barrow carried
Concluded from page 12.
not his career from its commencement marked few hours; for in the course of my experience, are selected from among numerous notices of and P'lower Painting.
it:
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well
As Percy concluded, we passed the thicket with privation, and with suffering; and where did I never beheld a more beautiful instance of child
it to the humble cottage, and in such abundance,
“To those who are in want of a new book, we can as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the
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very
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as to save the accupant the expense of buying through which we had been walking, and it close, but in a prison, where he became the like, affectionate resignation of the soul to God
got up, and well stored with classic Church tunes
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came in full view of the residence of Mr. E. victim of malicious rage and wanton cruelty.
than Mary exhibited.’
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‘If,’ he replied, ‘her character has made so for
I must not forget to state that this child had by
One part of Percy’s conversation left such an
musical talents and taste are not entirely unknwn References—
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIIvaine, D. D., Gambia,.
nature, an exceeding sensitiveness to ridicule, houses by the air of superior neatness and ele impression on my mind, that I shall not readily cible an impression on you, whose opportunities among us. We consider it a recommendation of
Rev. C. Colton, D. D., ?
and he had some schoolmates who would be not gance which, at a first glance, convinces the in forget it, nor the effect it produced on the feel of observation have been comparatively few. he hook, that it is mostly made up of tunes that
Rev. H. V. D. Johns, 5 Cincinnati.
are no strangers in our Churches, tunes appropriate
Sept. 8, 1840.
sparing of it, when hearing of these little inci telligent spectator that a refined mind has pre ings of some of Mary’s family, and perhaps on what must be the feelings of those who have to our services, and selected with some view to parknown her from infancy, when we take a retros tiular Psalms and Hymns of our books—We hope
dents. But he was enabled to get the victory, sided over the simple embellishments of the her own.
A Card.—Having been intimately acquainted with
that by the introduction, of such collections as this,
over this weakness and to go on, in his truly scene. The lawn was planted with a few beau
‘I wish,’ he said, ‘to call your attention to a pect of her character through the long vista of by we shall preserve our own good and truly sacred Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed
member of my church, and having had ample oppor
tiful forest trees, and around their trunks, po' s of part of tire first Epistle of St. Peter, in wdiich past days and years. Besides, in order to mea music. — Christian Witness, Boston.
charitable work.
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importance of selecting suitable Church music, says: Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her
Years have passed by since that time and that
he reminds the ancient believers, that they had
One of the newest collections we have, ‘The school, as one of the best I have ever met with.
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‘
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dear boy, has grown into manhood, and he has
Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in
‘built up a spiritual house to offer up spiritual ness and activity of health. Her mind was by the best, so far as I have examined, for the use England and in this country in female education
been the stay and comfort of his own beloved the eye of some beloved object.
the Episcopal Church, and any choir which has and brings to her responsible profession, a laro-e
Percy gently knocked at the door, wdiich was sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.’ nature one of the most active and energetic that of
mother under the sorrows of widowhood and lit
a selection to make w ould do well to- take this col share of experience, and sound and varied learning.
Parenls entrusting their daughters to her care, may
erally, her crown of rejoicing. Go and do like opened by a most gentlemanly and pleasing look Here, you observe, a comparison is drawn be I have ever met with, where the character was lection.”
We are glad to see, that the author of the ‘Church have every confidence that they will be faithfully
wise my young reader, and thus become to your ing man, evidently advanced in life, and on tween the body of believers and the temple of so completely feminine. She had an instinctive Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our Church, taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged
H. V. D. Johns,
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whose handsome features the lines of sorrow God.
aversion to indolence of body or mind, and was by giving a much larger share of music adapted to from study.
family and friends, a blessing,
our service, than it is usual to find in works of this
Rector of St- Raul's Ch., Cincinnati
and suffering were to be traced. This was Mr.
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of
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‘In order to enter into the full beauty of this
Sept. 10, 1840.
kind. In another respect we believe this work is
E.; he welcomed Percy most warmly; and when metaphor, we must bear in mind the manner in to all her family. Of course to a being thus con to be preferred to many of the most popular collec
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tions of music; thewords set to music, have not
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A fire having broken out in a village of Den the latter introduced me as his friend, I too re which the sanctuary of the Jews was constructed stituted, the struggle must have been proportion been socinianized. In one other respect, too, the
mark, one of the inhabitants,a poor man, was ve ceived a most hospitable reception. We were and particularly as it is described in the 1st Kings. ately severe, to submit cheerfully to the lassitude arrangement of this will be considered by some, as IS PRINTED AT THE WESTERN CHURCH PRjgg
being an advantage over most other collections of
Ragers' Row, West Fourth-Street, Cincinnati,
ry active in affording assistance; but every en shown into a neat parlor, in which we found ‘And the king commanded, and they brought great the weakness, and the helplessness of disease; Church music; the several parts intended for the
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deavor to extinguish the flames was in vain. At the much loved invalid, seated in a large arm stones, costly stones, and hewed stones, to lay and I cannot forbear giving you an illustration of
customary in music for the Piano. It has not, there
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length he was told that his own house was in chair, and surrounded by her mother and sisters. the foundations of the house.’ ‘And Solomon’s it. She was one day sitting, amidst a circle of fore, any figured bass.—Chronicle of the Chureli, N.
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